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a wake-up call to those of us Generation X-ers who believe that homophobia will die off with our
parents and grandparents. The fact
remains that even a generation as
“progressive” and “peace-loving”
as ours still has its share of gaybashers. And the fact remains only
education and tolerance will put an
end to the type of hatred that took
Shepard’s life.
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editor's note
The brutal slaying of University
of Wyoming student Matthew
Shepard puts a somber cast on what
should be a celebration of courage
and diversity— National Coming
Out Week.
Shepard, 21, died Monday after
he was burned and beaten by two
young men about his age. Why was
Shepard singled out as the victim?
Because he was gay. He had been
beaten twice before in recent
months for the same reason.
Shepard’s death should serve as
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Coming Out Week marred b y man’s death
“It’s not required that you be a part of lobbying for gay rights.”
The campus activities were in stark contrast to the news of Matthew Shepard’s

HSU’s celebration of ig
Coming
Out Week came to a close on Sunday, but a
new battle has begun for homosexuals

National Coming Out Day is celebrated
every year on Oct. 11. Individual organiza-

death yesterday.

tions are encouraged

Last Wednesday Matthew Shepard, a 22year-old political science student at the
University of Wyoming, was found tied toa
fence the day after having been robbed,
beaten and left to die by assailants. According to a press release he had burns all over
his body and had been beaten so severely
with a blunt object that his skull had been
crushed. he died Monday at Poudre Valley

to set up events and

celebrate for a full week, either leading up
to or following National Coming Out Day.
On the HSU campus, the Gay, Lesbian,

Bisexual Student Alliance spent all last week

tabling on the Quad.
“We had information on different activi-

_ ties from AIDS Prevention Week to the upcoming Ani DiFranco concert,” Alanna

Giardinelli, secretary of GLBSA, said.

Hospital in Fort Collins, Colo., while on life

support.

On Friday there was a closet out on the

Shepard had been beaten twice in recent
months. He attributes these beatings to his
homosexuality.

Quad and people were encouraged to “come
out” of it.

“It’s kind of a joke,” Giardinelli said.

Russell Arthur Henderson, 21, and Aaron

“People would walk half-way through it and
then turn and run away; others circled it.”
The closet was a symbol of the choice that
many homosexuals have to make about their
sexual orientation.
Giardinelli said that a lot of people aren’t
necessarily ready to deal with some of the
major issues facing homosexuals today.
GLBSA tries to be supportive and informative. [f someone is interested in certain aspects, we give them information and try to
set ne in the right dire ection,
LBSA is fairly« open,” Giardinelli said.

James McKinney, 22, have been charged with
first-degree murder, kidnapping and aggravated
robbery. Chasity Vera Pasley, 20, and Kristen
Leann Price, 18, have also been charged with
being accessories after the fact.
Shepard’s murder has triggered a nationwide campaign favoring hate crime legislation that would protect homosexuals and
encourage greater awareness of homosexual
issues.

The Northcoast Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual.

‘Transgender Alliance released a press state-
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| It’s that time in the semester again when professors start evaluating
students progress dvsus h midterms. It’s also a
y
good time for professors to undergo evaluations
Jen Picard =o f their own.
‘The Mid-Semester Evaluations Program, co-
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ordinated by Mathematics Associate Professor
Diane Johnson, is a way for professors to find out

how well they are teaching their classes.
The program is available for any professor and
can help improve courses.

Johnson said that a facilitator meets with the

class without the instructor. The facilitator then

places the students in groups of three or four to

discuss aspects of the course which they appreciate, as well as areas that they feel need to be
changed.
Afier small group discussions the class is
brought back together and the facilitator helps
them reach a consensus and soliciting concrete
suggestions for change. The facilitator then meets
with the instructor and they brainstorm about the

best options for the class.

“Changes are entirely up to the professor,”

Johnson said. “If they don’t agree with the suggestions they don’t have to abide by them.”
Johnson said that the process is completely
voluntary and confidential. They are also separate from retention and tenure evaluations.

“Here’s a chance to improve your course and
improve what you're going to get on end of the

semester evaluations,” she said. “Even some of

our more

ex erienced facul has leamed some

|

GLBSA member hands out information about National Coming Out Week on the Quad Friday.
ment on Monday that said “it is with profound sorrow and shock that the members
of the Northcoast Lesbian. Gay, Bisexual,

lieves it will be discussed at their meeting

Trnsgender Alliance acknowledge the brutal slaying of Matthew Shepard.”

chairperson for the sexual orientation committee on campus. She wants to work toward
educating peope so that another crime like
this won’t ever happen again.

Giardinelli said that Shepard’s death
would d efinitel; be an issue for GLBSA. but
that
they iaven at discussed it yet. She be-

on Thursday.
Jenny Phelps,

HSU health educator, is the

HSU theater season opens
Departmer nt name

HSU’s

Theatre

by
Amandalang

change
wg

won't affect

schedule

Arts Department’s
has begun it’s
new play season
with
a

veryboay
nas a creative vision of the work
deine"

name change.

submit three scripts for the The
atre Arts Selection
Committee.
The committee read the scripts
and then they make a decision

they are

based on the director’s work.

i

Ans

The Department of Theatre, Film and
Dance was approved as the
official name

for the department effective
fall semester
1999, just in
time for the
new season.
The first theater arts’ pro-

duction
“Her

Way”
by

was
Own

written
Clyde

Finche in 1914.

Now 84 years
later, the 199899
‘season

opened in full
swing Oct. 1.
The

1998-99

play
season
hopes to offer
an array of pro-
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going,

Patrick Spike
“Approaching Zanzibar’ director
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“Everybody has a creative vision

of the work they are doing,” Spike
said. “As artists, we want to do the
best work possible.”

ductions that will make this the
best play season yet.
The play that opened this year’s
season was “Blue Season” written
by Connie Wilson.
One main production or
mainbill for this year’s season
which opened Oct. 15 is “Approaching Zanzibar” written by
Tina Howe, and directed by
Patrick Spike. This play explores
the adventures of a family who
camps its way across America,

An added benefit to this year’s
play season is that the productions
are free to HSU students. This is
the result of the Instructional Related Activities fee increase of last
year.
According to Spike, it is recor
mended that students reserve their
seat at the ticket office in Nelson
Hall because only a limited number of seats are available and if they
are not reserved in advance, they

from New York to New Mexico,

will be sold to the public.

and along the way has adventures
and interactions with strangers.

College Theatre Festival will be

The second mainbill that opens
in December is “Angels in
America, Part I & II” written by
Tony Kirschner and directed by
John Heckle. This production
looks at the U.S. as it approaches

held at HSU’s own John Van
Duzer Theatre. This festival brings
together 2,000 people from colleges in several states to compete
in various areas, such as acting directing and set design.

the millennium.
Productions are picked a year in
advance when graduate students

Next semester the American

While this season offers promise,

See Productions,
page8
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* Unique Foods
* Sushi Supplies - Candies
* Batiks - Clothing & Fabric
* Incense * Tapestries * Jewelry
* Chinese Caligraphy * Teas * Statues
* Gifts & Much More
815 J St. Behind the Co-op, Arcata
826-275
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Reporter s Notebook
Associated Students
Oct. 12, 1998
Special Presentations
e Hilary Leland, office manager for the Campus Recycling
Program gave a report on the history and status of the program.
The program began in 1987
and by the end of that year 7,000
and
pounds of recyclables

400,000 pounds in recycled material had been collected and reused.

There are currently eight employees and numerous volunteers working for the program.

Campus

representative, the voter registra-

tion drive was a huge success for
HSU.
More power for students,
Lobby Corps, remedial education and CSU technology were
discussed at the meeting. They
also discussed the pay raise that
was given to all CSU Presidents.

proved after some changes were
made to the original resolution.
The name of the resolution was

also changed to equality
women on campus.

outreach.

resolution

Proposition

for

1A

regarding

Prop. 1A is the Class Size Reduction Kindergarten-University
Public Eduction Facilities Bond
$9.2 Billion bond would be allo-

cated to higher education. The
Associated Students supports

Campus

Center for Appro-

priate Technology, discussed up-
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coming projects and activities.
There will be tours and work-
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shops open to students and

munity memberson the home

sustainable living.

HSU

com-

of the first campuses to have a
sutainable living house.
Council

Next Meeting

Presentations

California

Assoc
ssoci
ation
iatio

the weekend

had
ad

State

Student

a mecti
-eting
ng

at Chico

Ove!
over

University Center

South Lounge
Tune: 5 p.m.
Who:

Che

Oct. 26, 1998

Where:

A. S. council

pay increase for CSU
this year.

meet-

issues related to salary benefits,
threatened removal of workload
standards and improved job stabil.

ity for part-time lecturers,
CFA

has

been

workine

The Arcata Police Departmentis
looking for people who may have

1060 D Street in Arcata
Sharif was in the back yard of the

crowded

residence

talking toa

male who accused him of tryingto
start an altercation with him and
his friends when he was stabbed.
He did not see the person who
stabbed him.
Sharif was treated at Mad River
Community Hospital and released.
APD has questioned » number
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without a contract since July Ist

but they have been unable to locate

public.

ity i

The bargaining dispute includes

of people who attended

ings are open to the general

driv

faculty for

back while attending a party at

Measure C was also passed.
Measure
C is a bond issue to improve Arcata schools. The
Assocciated Students support it.

When:

zation vote.

Darrin Norri Sharif. , suffered a
single puncture wound to his lower

the proposition.

for

was one

actions leading to a strike author.

witnessed a stabbing on Saturday,

¢ The resolution regarding
of the

unanimously to plana Series of job

Witnesses sought by police
for weekend stabbing

campaigns to spread the word
about composting, education

Pribanic, co-director

Association voted

A mediatior was brought into the

was approved.

Act. A total of $2.5 billion of the

*Stacey

nia Faculty

The

CRP wants to have tabling and

and other diverse opportunities
that students can get involved
with.

Representatives for the Califor.

test the lack of anew contractand

e The resolution regarding the
nudity policy on campus was ap-

¢ The

State Faculty Association
continues labor protests

The decision was made to pro-

Old Business

¢ Farilight Newman, director
of education for the Campus
Recyclin
Program,
gave a
presentaion on the refocused
goalsfor dynamic education and

OG0G0

cording to Jessica Fiedor, CSSA

more!
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were unable to locate the urinator.

u.p.d.

600068

Oct. 10

e 11:39a.m.— Upon further investigation by UPD, a reported
bonfire in the Quad turns out to

yield their stolen street signs.

this week:
this semester:

ing the cold morning air was
roused from his slumber beneath
Willow Hall and told to leave.
¢ 10:47 am. — An HSU recy-

ie
Oct. 6

a
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¢ 9:53 a.m. — Two wild and

e

* 9:38 p.m. — An officer spotted

“

r
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— Compiled by Frank Vella

erent language at the scene.
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A German Restaurant in Blue Lake

een
@

(Formerly Blue Lake Restaurant)

668-4123

Animal Control.

¢ 11:15 a.m.— Officers searching
food from the Depot. The very honest woman admitted stealing the
food and charges are pending.

ae

c
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¢ 1:02 a.m. — A rowdy rager
at the pink house on Granite
Avenue got busted by UPD, who
had to call back-up to contain the
ruckus.

305 Blue Lake Boulevard

an owner or collar in sight. The
two pooches were hauled off to

lared a female suspected of stealing

wo

3

Officers searched the area, but

C

om

crazy dogs were spotted running
around on the Quad with not even

for a woman with sticky fingers col-

,

from the Jolly Giant Commons
parking lot to the third floor of Sunset. The officer replaced the sign.
¢ 11:25 a.m. — Road rage in the
17th Street parking lot sent officers scrambling to put a lid on the
boiling tempers exchanging bellig-

cling truck lost a chicken match
with a Redwood tree.
¢ 8:12 p.m. — A man squeezed
his lemons, so to speak, all over a
men’s room wall in the Library.

e 7:47 a.m. — A poor soul escap-

re oo B®

Oct. 11

mover relocated a “detour” sign

Oct. 8

e 2:08 p.m. — A field trip bus
driver with obvious parking priority issues claimed parked cars were
blocking his drop off-spot. The
situation was resolved by an officer.
¢ 2:47 p.m. — A UPD officer
stopped by a Redwood Hall dorm
room and asked its residents to

two people watering the pavement
with urine in the JGC lot. One was
cited for violating UC regulations.

¢ 7:19 a.m. — A phantom sign

be a class assignment.
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Be Rewarded in Many Ways...

leach in L.A.
4

The Los Angeles Unified

“School District is seeking

The District seeks highly motivated

Farn

alternative certification teacher $31,
’

canalates in ine following areas:
Special Education, Elementary,
p

Elementary Bilingual, Science, Mathematics, Physical Education, Health

and Spanish.

Bee
cae

ES

and Health. CLAD or BCLAD is desirable.

no RELA
ee de
- io y,
eM ie

the following areas: Special
Education, Elementary, English, Spanish,
Math, Science, Music, Physical Education

Be

_CREDENTIALED teachers

926 - $55, 672
per year.

9

’

Bilingual Differential:
up to $3,000 per year

INFORMATION MEETING FOR GRADUATES AND SENIORS
Humbolat State University

Sunday, November 8, 1998 * 6:00-7:30 p.m.

photo by Adam Conley
Atz Chaim sits inside a man-made Succah on Friday afternoon. Chaim's name means “tree of life” in Hebrew. The

Succah is part of Jewish traditions and is a celebratory observance of the harvest. It is filled with items
from Israel. Chaim is holding a lulav, which is made out of palm,myrtie and willow.

Nelson Hall East, Room 106
Interviews will be held on Monday, November 9. To schedule an

appointment for an interview, call the Career Center at 826-3341.
For more information, contact George Gonzalez at (800) 832-2452 ext. 8580

ve™
Colony lau

Evangelicai Christian Experience Weekend

RS394

CRN#44286

Section Three
Meets November

Location: Arcata First Baptist
Church

13-15

Requirements: Attend weekend sessions Friday night,
Saturday Morning, Saturday night. Attend evvangelical worship
service Sunday morning. Write 1-2 p: age response paper.

@@

» Your own private space &
neighbors

& on the bus

Internet Access & Computers
» Two Pentium computers with free
internet

»

access

and

MS

Office suite

Ready to Rent!
»

Move in $200 deposit and $260 rent

Come Take a Look!
455

Union

Street

In The Business

822-1909

Free, Confidential Family Planning Services

To Qualified Women and Men

Call Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
for information about how you may be eligible

Pregnancy Testing and Counseling, Birth Control

Clinics, HIV Testing, Vasectomy and Abortion Services
Drop-In Clinic and Appointments

Six Rivers
Planned Parenthood
2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka

442-5709

www. humboldt! -com/~ppeure
ka/index.htm

“

95501

(707) 445°8332

Bi
Mi

for the new PACT Program 442-5709
Drop-In Hours and Appointment
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Buy ¢ Sell * Trade

Eureka, CA

Dr. Clayton Ford (822-0367: WCF ORD @aol.com
)

» A great Place to Live!

»

Years

315 F Street

Rey. David Kilmer (786-4475: kilmer@ htan.org)

[Bring this ad to the Colony Inn office for full details}
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Women’s

Center magazine

GOOD COFFEE.

hits newsstan ds this week
Fall

1998

Issue

#1

MUDDY WATERS
COFFEE CO.

FREE!

the matrix

Amy Baugh-Meyer
art courtesy

The Humboldt State Women's Center Publication

the Women's Center

1603 G St. Northtown Arcaia.

www.muddywaterscoffee.com

Celebrate Your Breasts!

The Women’s Center’s free publication, “the ma-

fe

trix”, is coming out this week.

ie

“The purpose of the magazine is to represent the
Women’s Center, and nobody knows what the ma-

trix is,” said Tami Snyder, one of the magazine’s co-

ay

Breast Cancer
Testimony &
Prevention pg. 10

4
7

Drug Scare In

editors and a sociology senior. “My objective is to

Arcata? pg. 3

increase visibility this semester.”
The Women’s Center, located inside the
Multicultural Center in House 55, around the corner from the Library, is a place for women to connect, Snyder said.
“The Women’s Center has a library and video hi-

Agro Mama

Do The
Catholics

andd 1s printed

here on
}

)rganic Facials

Your

+uropean Color

4

Every Breast Js Uniquel
October
Is National Breast Cance4
SS

breast cancer prevention, since October is national
breast cancer awareness month. Information about
how to do breast self-examinations will be included

in the magazine.
According to Brichacek, other features to look for-

campus.

ward to in this issue include an article about rohypnol

“We use university graphics to print it — they’re
awesome,” she said. “People can find the matrix next
to The Lumberjack bins around campus and at the
University
Center information desk.”

in Arcata bars, an article written by a Wiccan that
discusses misconceptions about witches, a story

The magazine is entirely student run, and there are

about Catholic Health Maintenance Organizations

(also known as the “date rape drug”) being present

and a new comic strip called “Agro Mama.”

about 10 people on this semester’s staff. Itis produced

The magazine has been published for about six

through the Women’s Center, using the Center’s re-

years, and all the back issues are available in the periodicals department of the Library, as well as in the
Women’s Center.
Published twice a semester, the matrix is also a class
for which participants can receive one unit of credit.
The class is listed under women’s studies 480.
The deadline for submissions for the next issue,
which will come out the week before Thanksgiving
break, is Nov. 6.

SOUTCES.

“We use their computers, books and graphics,”
Snyder said.

Brichacek and Snyder said the magazine addresses
a wide variety of topics.

“We try to cover current issues on campus and in
Arcata, but we also cover some international news in
terms of women’s rights,” Snyder said. “There is art,

photography, poetry and rants and raves.”
Brichacek

said this issue focuses

somewhat

‘_ustom
/
Perms
.atural
NailCare

on campus this week, addresses some of the issues
raised during National Breast Cancer Awareness Nonth

will be about 24 pages,

ee

V axing

Awareness Month

The October cover of “the matrix,” which will available

pus and in the community a chance to express themselves about women-oriented issues,” Brichacek said.

said the magazine

Own

HMO? pg. 6

get in touch with other women on campus (who are)
working toward bettering our social environment.”
Andra Brichacek, an English senior and the matrix’s
other co-editor, said she thinks it’s important to get
the Women’s Center’s feminist message out.
“(The magazine) gives women and men on cam-

®

> Sassoon Cuts

Comic

Strip pg. 21

brary open to anyone at any time to check things out,”
Snyder said. “There are awareness workshops, selfdefense classes and other workshops. It’s a place to

Snyder
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“We take anything,” Snyder said.
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Offer good on Deluxe 12-month flip calendar only. Offer is limited to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be
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only. Offer expires 12/31/98. ©1998 Kinko's, Inc. All rights reserved. Kinko's is a registered trademark of Kinko's
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reproduce any copyrighted materials.
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Open 24 Hours * Ask about free pickup and delivery

male, approximately 22 years old,

on the quad from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

5 feet 9 inches tall,‘250) noinde

tomorrow and there will also be a
cultural sharing night in the Green
and Gold Room in Founder’s Hall
from 6 to 9 p.m.
The week will conclude Friday

was wearing a brown shirt and a
gold chain, and ke may answer to

the name Juan.
Anyone with any information
should call APD at 822-2428.

Native Americans honored
in week long event
In honor of Indigenous Peoples
Week

the American

Indian Alli-

ance is sponsoring a week of pre-

evening

with

a discussion

of

¢ Continued from page 3

strengths cited by students in

assignments and their lecture

various classes were organization, sense of humor, enthusiasm,

‘Twenty-nine evaluations were
performed.
Johnson said that there aren’t

any programs like this in the
CSU system and she thought
that it “was a good idea.”
Johnson said that a lot of students are reluctant to approach
professors with suggestions or
valid complaints. Evaluations

b
a

on the corner of Spear

& Alliance, Arcata
826-7288

Pine
Wood
Products
Lowest
Pricesin

Sy

meets

Mondays at 5
Cmamaesis

. 7 7
e , i}
eel

conference
room on 2nd
floor.
826-9408

MCC,

the age old problem of funding still
exists. According to Bernadette
Shewne, the theatre arts department head, the department receives funding from the Instructional Related Activities fee, the

state and from the money collected
from shows.
This semester several basic the-

ater classes are not being offered

ing, too much material on mid-

because there is no funding.

terms and uncertainties about
what students will be tested on,
Mid-Semester Evaluations will
be offered on a continuing basis
at HSU and there will be a workshop in February 1999 to train
interested instructors to facilitate
evaluations for their colleagues.

“The Theatre Arts Department

has its good days, and it has its bad
days,” Spike said. “It seems the
main concern now is how many
students there are in the seats when

usually theater classes are presumably small. If this continues a lot of

programs are doomed.”

“I strongly recommend it for
new instructors,” Johnson said.
“They can show a professor
what works and what doesn’t.”

When Humboldt State Normal
school first opened its door to 78
students, only one drama course

was offered on campus.

Book Cases

3%

Desks

3%

Dressers

710 Main St. Fortuna, 95540 « Phone & Fax 725-6895

88 Sunnybrae Center, Arcata

o

(Under New Management)

822- —
Son

Video facia
Audio Books
Adult feo (18+)
All movies under $2.00 7 tiie a week
with pre-paid package
13 Rental Package $24.95
(including new releases)

Wen

i ena tS

Nursery,

1628

Ine.

Central Ave. « MckKinleyville
707-839-1571
Mon.-Sat. 8:30 to 5:3
0

followed

by a movie
826-4216 .

¢ Continued from page 3

frequent quizzes, approachability and clear methods. Some
complaints were too much read-

Sister City
Club meets
Thursdays at
5 p.m. in the
South
Lounge.
825-7460

Women's

Center meets
Tuesdays at
6:30 p.m., in

VCR, Tape &
CD Holders

Humboldt

County

Sele Melel)

Legacy meets
Thursdays at 4
p.m. in NRPI

Productions

professors learn things about the

tions for spring semester 1998.

* tole painted furniture
* 10% off fishing gear

839-9458

Among some of the instructors’

in the math department. In February 1997, 13 HSU instructors
were trained to facilitate evalua-

Odds er Ends

825-0503

formation is negative and that

Program began as a pilot project

825-7460

Lounge.
825-7460

things from these evaluations.”
Johnson said that not all the in-

The Mid-Semester Evaluation

I=} ele)

Associated
Campus
Students
aoe
a 1 ere
Greens meets
therapy Club | meets Monday
Tuesdays at 5
p.m. in NHE J meets Monday at 5 p.m. in the
Wome Tobi
en
in FC 148.

provide an opportunity for students to anonymously voice their
opinions.

Everything must go!
Truckloads of new
inventory are on the way!

Wednesdays
at 5:30 p.m.
outside the

Aistsd Tarek

Evaluations

styles.

Smith’s

meets

' basketweaving in today’s society.

Liquidation sale!!

Be

Lobby Corps

(Ci a-1t- Oi LU 0
meeting
Wednesday at
3:30 p.m. on

the Quad.

CR
Sa Ry.)
meets
Male lssre eWay
7 p.m. in the

MCC.
825-0464
Calif. Student
Teachers
Association
alerts

Thursday at
6:30 p.m. in
SH 109,

‘i
y
i
a
a}

Lack of funding and small num-

bers of faculty involvement, made
it near impossible to get the the-

atre

arts

department

ground. In 1967, the

off the

Theatre Arts Department was
created with the help of 10 members of faculty who formed the curriculum, attracted the thousands of

participating students and convinced the administration of the
funding and organizational needs
for the department.
Presently, over 80 classes are offered and over 130 majors are offered through the Theatre Arts
Department.
The involvement in the department has now increased to include
help from undergraduate and
graduate students, and a growing
number of faculty members.
“The department (Theatre Arts)
sure has come a long way,” said

Spike.

Ee

identify the male Sharif was talking to at the time of the stabbing.
He is described as a Hispanic

There will be a_
film and
discussuion about the use of Native Americans as mascots in FH
206 from 6-9 p.m.
An Indian taco sale will be held

with black hair ane a goatee. He

9

sentations.
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Report on death due soon; protest continues
people have been arrested for trespassing on
the logging site.
Officers used pepper spray to subdue four
of the protesters. One protester, 20-year-old

by Greg Magnus and Tiffany Lee-Youngren
photos by Eric Jelinek

Humboldt County Sheriff’s representatives said the investigation of the Sept. 17
death of Earth First protester David
“Gypsy” Chain is continuing and a report
will be available in “several weeks.”
“It is an ongoing investigation and it will

Elizabeth McKee of Garberville, said she

was pepper sprayed three times.
Use of pepper spray is an “excessive force

issue” Browne said, because “punishment
is being meted out before a trial.”
“The only reason they are using pepper
spray is (because) police are trying to intimidate us while claiming it is the only alternative to the escalating protest,” Browne said.
Four protesters — Jack Noonan, Michael

remain so for a while,” said Detective Juan

Freeman, of the Humboldt County Sheriff’s
Department.

Freeman said crime investigations require
several steps, including interviewing wit-

“The only.reason they are

nesses, gathering available evidence, analyzing evidence and talking to experts. Then a
report must be written, Freeman said, call-

using pepper spray is (be-

ing it “a matter of weeks” until his report is

TM
CTT
is the only alternative to the
escalating protest.”

done.
Earth First spokesperson Josh Browne
said 60 protestors have been attempting to
“preserve the crime scene” for a separate,

cause) police are trying to

Josh Browne

_ private investigation by blockading the road

to the Grizzly Creek logging site on High-

Earth First spokesperson

way 36.

The protesters had built barriers and dug
trenches on the road, which is owned by

Pacific Lumber and private landowners.
Loleta resident Nancy Dunn reported yesterday that protesters have caused damage
to her property by diverting a water course
over the road, causing water to flow down

the steep adjacent hillside.
Dunn said when it rains, the road and the
hillside could wash out, carrying trees and

mud into the Van Duzen River below.
Earth First denies that activists diverted
water, saying protesters had only built handmade roadblocks. The activists agreed Oct.
2 to fix the damage done to Dunn’s property, but law enforcement officials broke up
the protests before they could do so.
Since last Wednesday, approximately 22

Robbins, Eric Eisenburg and Maya Watts —

were arraigned yesterday at the Humboldt
County Courthouse. About 30 people gathered outside the courthouse for a noon rally
in support of the protesters.
Noonan, Robbins and Eisenburg were
later released on their recognizance after

spending five days in jail. Charges against
Watts were dropped.
Freeman

said there are still protesters

camped in the Grizzly Creek area.
Earth First has demanded that the
mountainside be preserved as a memorial to
Chain, who was struck by a 4-foot-wide,
130-foot-tall tree felled by
A.E. Ammons, a
13-year PL logger.
Other demands include pai PL’s illegal timber harvest plan and getting the
company’s license to operate revoked.
Browne said that with PL’s current habitat conservation plan another 34,000 acres

Noel Knudson, who was pepper sprayed on
Sept. 31, holds a sign in protest against Maxxam
at the Eureka Courthouse yesterday afternoon.

of the Headwaters Forest will be clear-cut.

Money from Measure C will upgrade three Arcata schools
Improving and installing,
education gets a face-lift

leaders. After receiving a comprehensive inventory of needs done by architectural firm

by
Patti Rose

tee recommended taking the bond issue to

The proponents of Measure C, which
is on the ballot for Nov. 3, hope it will
breathe new life into Arcata’s 40-plusyear-old schools.
If it’s passed with two-thirds majority
vote, the $5.4 million general obligation

bond measure will upgrade Bloomfield
Elementary, Sunset Elementary, and
Sunny Brae Middle School.
According to Elizabeth Conner, the

Vote Yes on C campaign coordinator,
buildings of this age typically need com-

prehensive maintenance in order to preserve their structure.
This kind of maintenance is too comprehensive to come out of the general
maintenance budget and is not covered
by state lottery funds.

The bond issue was chosen as the best
option by a Facilities Review Committee
made up of business and community

Nichols, Melburg & Rossetto, the commit-

Principals favor measure,
hope wish list is fulfilled
by
Frank Pruett

the voters.

The bond money will go toward upgrading electrical and plumbing systems, replacing leaking windows and roofs, renovating

kitchens, improving lunch facilities and installing new fire alarms.
Sixty classrooms will be updated and 13
restrooms will be made accessible for disabled children, The government under the
Americans with Disabilities Act mandates
some of these improvements.
Classrooms in the 1940s only needed elec-

Proposition C has all of the elements of a

hot political issue save one: organized opposition.

“We have no organized opposition,”
Stephen Kelish, principal of Sunny Brae
Middle School, said. “No one even wrote

an opposition statement for the ballot.”
All measures up for vote have space for

statements from both opponents and proponents on the ballot. In the case of propo-

tricity for a clock, some lights and a few ba- sition C, no one has come forward to opsic office machines.
pose the improvement measure.
Today’s technology requires electrical ca- - “There is widespread support across the
pacity to run computers, overhead projecpolitical and economic spectra,” said Arcata
tors, VCRs, heat lamps for reptiles and tele- School District Superintendent David
visions. Sunny Brae will get a new roof and
Hochman. “We have supporters from the
asbestos flooring will be replaced along with

upgraded fire alarms.
Every classroom will get new white boards
See Measure,
page 13

Green Party, Democrats and Republicans.
It really is broadly supported.”

Groups like the Taxpayer’s League, who
are traditionally opposed to bond measures,
have not taken on proposition C.

“It’s really needed,” Hochman said.
“The school tours we held in May really
put the problem into perspective for visitors and probably won over a few doubters.”

All three schools are in serious need of
repairs which can’t be paid for with the
current levels of funding from the state,

said Arcata School District President Jeff
Sutton.

“We budget more for maintenance every year than the state requires of us, but
it still isn’t enough,” he said.
“The schools are 50 years old,” said
Sunset Elementary, Principal Diane
Ketelle.”

The plumbing and electrical systems
need to be replaced, and the state hasn’t
provided the funding necessary to do this,
so we have to go to the voters.”
Though varied repairs are slated for the
bond funds, repairing and upgrading the
electrical system is paramount, Kelish
‘said.

“We're overloaded,” he added. “We
See Principals,
page 13
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Raid stops center from growing shared crops
by
Frank Pruett

secured, Browne added.

“They (government

Citing the safety of center members and a change in the focus of

the center, the Humboldt Cannabis Center announced that it will

no longer operate its recently
raided crop site.
“We won’t be growing a shared

crop there anymore,” said Jason

officers) came in with
four helicopters, more
than a dozen armed men
and with machine guns
raised. | feit like | was in
a had propaganda film.”
Jason Browne

Browne, a member of the cannabis
club. “We’re encouraging our
members to diversify their cultiva-

trustee of Cannabis Center

tion efforts and to grow a greater
number of small crops instead.”
Browne, also a trustee at the center, was held at the site of the raid
conducted by Drug Enforcement

10:30,” McDowell said. “I didn’t

understand what was happening.”
He awoke to two agents pointing
rifles at him.
“When I stood out of my tent
they motioned toward the ground

Agency officers and California Department of Justice agents for four
hours. He called the experience
“surreal.”

with their guns and [ hit it,” he

“The government spent a lot of
money on the raid unnecessarily,”
Brown said. “They came in with
four helicopters, more

“Though it appears to some that

than a

dozen armed men and with machine guns raised. I felt like I was

in a bad propaganda film.”
Center members Paul H. Smith
and
Charles
“Tallahassee”
McDowell, both of whom have
doctors’ recommendations to use

marijuana, were also present during the raid.
“I had been on watch all night,

said.
McDowell was not cuffed but
was held at the scene as well.
“My hands are visibly affected by
my arthritis, which is why my doctor has me smoking marijuana for
the pain,’ McDowell said. “They
tied my hands with string instead.”
The crop loss was large in the
seizure, but not as large as the DEA
estimated.
“We lost 155 plants in the raid,
but somehow they found 251,”
Browne said.
The

so I was asleep when they came at

they used a heavy-handed approach, they weren’t really as Gestapo as people might think,” he
said.
“They were and have been very
civil and decent in their dealings
with us, though we still consider
the raid a form of theft.”
The agents and officers also
seized the three patient’s paraphernalia.
The center will not produce
crops for members, but will continue to provide classes and cloned
plants to aid members in beginning
their own crops.
“We feel that by diversifying and
having our members plant and
maintain their own crops, we are
empowering them,” Browne said
of the new plan.
Though the members present
have not been formally charged in
the raid, the center will be raising

funds for the members present in
a series of public events.
“We’re organizing a Noy. 22
benefit for a legal defense fund,”
Browne said. “We plan to have it
at the Mateel Community Center
with John Trudell and some other
artists to whom we’re speaking.
Beyond that, we'll be holding other
events for the center as well.”

raid was sudden, but the

officers relaxed when the area was

See Cannabis,
page 12
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FReportern’'s
Arcata City Council
Oct. 7, 1998

The

United

Neighborhood

Alliance of Humboldt County
was out in force last Wednesday
at the Arcata City Council meeting to fight an addendum to the
garbage transfer station.
The alliance is suing Arcata

because it believes the city violated state law by failing to require an environmental impact
report to analyze significant im-

pacts arising from construction
and operation of the proposed
garbage transfer station.
The City Garbage Company
of Eureka is also suing the city
of Arcata for conflicts in governmental codes.
The alliance said the transfer

along with testimony by engineers
and air quality planners. The

advertising and promotion for

decided to take further discussion

the

of the matter to the next council

$350,000.

has a standardized menu, serves

environment, and our goal is to
have them follow the law.”
The discussion on the transfer station lasted more than two

was

more

* COIN-op °

Wash and Fold Service

than

18,30 & 50 LB
Washers

1- minute for drop off

30 & 50 LB Dryers

1- minute for pick up

Also discussed was whether or

a

Fine chocolates made fresh

Next Meeting

When: Oct.14

council members Connie Stewart

Time: 7 p.m.

not purchase tropical hardwood,
virgin redwood
wood

products,

Town

Old

2nd & F Streets 425 Snug Alley

Se

cao

Bayshore Mall

Sy

CA

95501

PO Box 6562, Eureka,.CA 95502
707944500326

800°869¢5606

Where: Arcata
City Hall

Fax 707°445¢2368

* Concert

Sound

Reinforcement
* Small

and associated
except

&v\

ARS,

Eureka,

The council agreed to consider the
ordinance with the provision that

The council accepted the resolution that the city of Arcata will

Gazebo,

the

On

a

6

Sjaak

“fast-food” type establishments.

and Jason Kirkpatrick draft a specific ordinance.

822-1317

@

The problem is that many restau- _ park.
rants, like Pacific Rim Noodle

taurants like McDonalds and other

“2 minute wash”

1080 F Street, Arcata

standardized food with standardnot bleachers can be put in and
ized ingredients and generally has __ if some money from the budget
a set procedure for its service.
can go to pay for a phone at the

The focus then switched to res-

laws that protect people and the

area

Full Time Attendants

meeting.
Police Chief Mel Brown gave
Also under new business, the
the council an update on the
council discussed a possible ordi‘skate park. He stated that the
nance restricting “formula” restau- _ skate park is one of Arcata’s most
rants.
used parks, and that it is “very
A formula restaurant is one that
positive.”

‘of the California Environmental
Quality Act.
said, ‘The situation is
We believe the city of
and the Humboldt
Waste Management Auhave not followed the

Bureau that the city reimburse

side of the Plaza. Council members

station violates many provisions

alliance,
simple:
Arcata
County
thority

by
the
Eureka/Humboldt
County Convention and Visitors

for 20 minutes but took no action _ them for filming of a 30-minute
on the issue.
travel show about Humboldt
Under new business, the counCounty that will be aired on pubcil reviewed the parking issues of _ lic television.
a project to be located on the north
The estimated value of the free

House and Eureka Baking Company, would fall into this category.

Jeff Knapp, spokesman for the

ARCATA

hours with many people from the —_ cycled lumber products already
community voicing their opinions,
in use. It also accepted a request

PR

Rental
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for re-

¢ Sound
e Tent

5600 West

End

Rd. Suite

H-1

#7

Eugineers

Rental

* Rreata,

CR

95521

tel: 707.826.9101 © fax: 707.826.0489
email: rhythmic@northcoast.com

DON’T MISS THIS IMPORTANT SERIES!
Fifth Night, Wednesday, October 14 at 7:15 pm
The Truth on the Spotted Leopard:

An ancient jailer and a spotted leopard may have more to do
with your life and happiness than you ever suspected.

Sixth Night, Friday, October 16 at 7:15 pm

Darwin’s Black Box:

1. To vote you must completely darken the
@# next to the candidate or measure

of your choice with the marker provided. If you mismark an oval or change

Careful scientists have peered into Darwin’s Black Box
with startling new discoveries about the origin of life.
It may be the surprise of your life!

your mind, exchange your ballot for a new one.

Seventh Night, Saturday, October 17 at 7:15 pm
A Dying Queen’s Last Prayer:
How can a deathbed prayer spell the perfect
freedom for your greatest stresses?

Eighth Night, Sunday, October 18 at 7:15 pm
The Secret Charles Darwin Forgot to Remember:
The phenomenal difference it can make in your life right now!
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Dr. Dean Edell
Noon-1:00 pm

Bob Brinker
Weekends 1:00 pm-4:00 pm

- ©

Dr. Laura Schlessinger

—

Weekdays 1:00 pm-4:00 pm

Saturday 7:00 pm-10:00 pm
Bill Wattenburg
Saturday 10:00 pm-1:00 am

=

© Shann Nix
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an

Gene Burns
7:00 pm-10:00

A contemporary examination of how the world will end.
Continuing nightly except Mondays & Thursdays

i ©
a7

Bernie Ward
10:00 pm-1:00 am

John Rothman
Weekends 1:00 am-5:00 am

Seventh-Day Adventist Church Locations

ro

Ray Taliaferro
1:00 am-5:00 am

Brian Copeland
Sunday 9:00 am-10:00 am

John Hamilton
Saturday 5:00 am-8:00 am

Mark Davis
Sunday 10:00 am-1:00 pm

Eureka
Fortuna

ai tity

Joannie Greggains
Saturday 8:00 am-10:00 am

Owens

Ninth Night, Tuesday, October 20 at 7:15 pm
The Eleventh Scenario:

McKinleyville
Canes

Ronn

™= > 9:00 am-Noon
=

Miranda
Orleans

1200 Central Ave.
4251 F St.
2301 Rohnerville Rd.

839-3832
442-6950
725-6164

6626 Ave of the Giants 943-3197
Ishi Pishi Rd.
(530) 627-3204

Academic Credit Available * http://www.net98.org
FREE Admission * FREE Study Materials
Children’s Programs ¢ Designed for Busy People
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council went into closed session
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Vote for your favorite talk show host
And you'll be entered to win
His & Her Citizens Matching Set Elegance Line Watches!!
or a Trip for Two to San Francsico!!

mail to KGOE 5640 So. Broadway
Eureka, CA 95503

Name
Address
Phone

Drawing Tuesday November 3, 1998
Contest rules available at KGOE Offices
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Community
CR sponsors 15th annual
Science and Health Night

technology and new career oppor-

the basement of the library.

tunities.
Participants will also be able to
meet faculty and staff members of
CR, and will be allowed to visit
classrooms and labs.
For more information about this

Costumes will be collected until
Nov. 10 and any received after
Oct. 31 will be reserved for next

free event, call 476-4212.

The College of the Redwoods is
holding its 15th annual Science
and Health Night next Wednesday
at 6 p.m.

year. For more information, call
269-0649 or 839-1650.

Candidates to speak at
media forum on Saturday

Old Halloween costumes

A forum for Arcata City Council

wanted for needy children

candidates will be held on Oct. 24
at 7 p.m. at the Arcata Veteran
Hall.
The candidates, Badley Freeman, Robert Noble, and Jim Test,

Twenty hands-on activities,
workshops and demonstrations
will be held in CR’s Physical Sci-

HSU’s social work club is collecting new or used Halloween
costumes for needy children.
Costumes are needed for both

ence, Life Science and Applied

boys and girls, ages 5 to 13. Drop

‘Technology buildings. This event

boxes are located outside of the

is for people to explore science,

social work department office in

Linda Azevedo,

|

OD

¢ General Optometry
¢ Contact Lense s
Loren Azevedo, OD, FAAO

© General Optometry
Bifocal contact lenses
Hai Tong, OD
© General Optometry
© Pediatrics & binocular vision

e Vision-related learning disorders

will be questioned by an all-Arcata
media panel.
For more information,
826-7000 or 822-3619.

call
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Cannabis: 155 plants taken
e Continued from page 10
Browne said that if charges
aren’t brought against the members that the money raised in
their defense will go toward the

10% Stuvenr Discount

(w/Id).

COFFEE CO.

PHOTOGRAPHY
CLass STUDENTS

1603 G St. Northtown Arcata.

www.muddywaterscoffee.com

on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.
707-822-3155
BTU

RTMnt inte

on

© On
cash

Browne said. “If any money is
left after paying for B.E.’s travel,
it will go to the center.”
|

GOOD COFFEE.

10% Discount:

Arcata, Ca 95521
707-822-7641 (phone)
707-822-4551 (fax)
azevedo@humboldt1.com
Open Saturdays

of B.E. Smith as a fundraiser,”

center instead.
The center is asking for a $6
Other events that.the center
donation at the door for the
has organized include next _ event.
“This is an educational event,
week’s appearance of B.E.
so people should bring noteSmith, a civil rights activist, who
books,” said Browne. “Anyone
spoke here in August in the Kate
who wants to learn about how to
Buchanan Room.
Funds from that event will pay
use their constitutional rights on
for Smith’s travel expenses.
a daily basis should attend.”

¢ Computer and sports vision

851 Bayside Road, Suite A

“We aren’t treating the return

the Arcata Plaza
check

sales

oH

hs

THANK YOU!
Thank you to the many volunteers who came out to help on Saturday, September 19”.

In coordination with United Way’s

Day of Caring, we sent over 350 faculty, staff, students and community members to serve over 25 local agencies!

Your efforts were much needed and are appreciated by many.
Special thanks to:
President Alistair McCrone
Vice President Buzz Webb

United Way of Humboldt County
HSU Alumni Association

Activities
HSU

Coordinating Board

Foundation

Lumberjack Enterprises
University Center Staff
Office of Disabled Student Services

We hope to see you again next year!
and...
Beth Archibal
Annie Bolick
John Erickson
Saundra Ferguson
Twyla Henderson

Rees Hughes
Liz Hunt
Mary Klotz
Kay Libolt
Ruby Mount
Meghan Murphy
Jessie Wood
Derek Wurst

H.S.U. Day ‘98 was a HI 1
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Measure ——

Principals —

e Continued from page 9

e Continued from page 9

instead of chalk boards. Using
chalk produces chalk dust, which

don’t even have enough outlets for
our instructional equipment, not

touls up computers and can cause

to mention multiple computers for

allergies.

student use. This

Approval of the bond will raise
property taxes an estimated $4 per
month for the next 27 years. The

bring us into the 21st Century.”

additiondLtax is calculated at $64

per $100,000 of assessed valuation.

Perennial bond

measure
measure

Jerry Partain, a retired HSU Forestry professor, was hesitant to
comment on Measure C.
“T don’t live in the district, and

value does not represent the actual
market value but the value of the

on the bond issue,” he said. “I still
believe that schools should set

property when it was most recently

aside funds yearly for this kind of

transferred or improved.
Since the Arcata School District

thing, as businesses must do, but

has applied for various other types
of funding, Measure C would

proposition.”
It is often the case that money
saved by government agencies is
money lost in future budgets, ac-

eligible for an amount that would
cover about 10 percent of these
identified urgent renovation
needs.”
“However,” she continued,

I’m not specifically opposed to this

cording to proponents of the measure.
“Funding for schools has been

very tight for years now,” Sutton

funds in-

said. “There’s usually nothing to
save.”
Though no organized opposition is evident, supporters believe

cluded through the state bond on

that pocketbook-conscious voters

the ballot in

may quietly vote against the measure.
“Tfanyone in the community has

“state modernization

November require that

local districts do a match. So Mea-

sure C would provide a match for
that.”
In the event, there becomes an

doubts, we’d like to invite them to

sell all of the bonds.
This decision would decrease

the tours,” said Superintendent
Hochman. “They can judge
whether the bond issue is needed
for themselves.”
Tours of the three schools affected by Measure C will be conducted on Oct. 21 and 24. For

the tax share per property.

more information, call 822-0351.

excess of funds, The Community
Advisory Committee and the
Arcata School District administration and Board can decide not to
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critic

so don’t really wish to sway people

four years,” says Conner. “We are:

cogs

will

Due to proposition 13, assessed

speed up the process.
“Arcata has been in line for state
modernization funds for about
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COMPARE AT $2.29
nee IS HUMBOLDT HARVEST
ROLL-OUT MONTH AT WILDBERRIZS!
CYPRESS
GROVE

RIVER
MAD
ee

C#HEVRE DISCS
ASSORTED

ALL KLAVORS!

3.19

$2.69

FLAVORS

CompareAT $3.79

COMPARE AT $3.59

Tee
SFO
WATER

PACKED
<, RM TOFU

1
.
4
0
COMPARE AT $2.89

ALL VYQUR FAVORITE LOCAL
PRODUCTS AT LOW, LOW PRICES!

[LDBERRTES MARKZTPLA(2
TOP OK TH= #ILL,

G ST AARCAA

EXPERIENCE

WOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR S RING & FALL 1999
CLEAN

REC. ROOM

Teaching (JET) Program

& QUIET

& COMPUTER

3

1&2 BDRM APTS.
SHARE UNITS

The Japan Exchange and

is sponsored

LET US WELCOME YOU HOME TO
HUMBOLDT GREEN LTD.

by the Japanese

government and seeks college

LAB

-

graduates to work in Japan as

BLOCKS TO HSU

>

Assistant Language Teachers or as

& TOWNHOUSES

Coordinators for International
‘SMALL

PETS

W/PET

DEPOSIT

»

Relations.

ON SITE >

"A FUN PLACE TO LIVE"

JAPAN!

Applicants must receive a

BA/BS by June 30, 1999.

MANAGEMENT & MAINTENANCE

Came
ta an

sas

1435 H STREET ARCATA, CA ass21_ ;
PHONE: (707) 822-4682
FAX: (707) 22-3475

al

baal

Founders Hall, Room 232
Friday, October 16, 1998
12:00 Noon - 1:30 pm

OFFICE OPEN
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8:00 A.M. ~- 5:00 P.M.
SATURDAY 4:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.
CHILDREN & SECTION 3 WELCOME

JAPANESE LANGUAGE ABILITY
NOT REQUIRED

ALL MAJORS

JET
1

WELCOME

PROGRAM

(800)

INFO-JET
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HAIR CONNECTION
e Dimensional Coloring
¢ Long Hair Specialist
e Extensions
e Perms

12th & G. 822-5720
Open Monday
Saturday

3$ .00 team
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Sunday Worship at 9:30 AM
Lutheran Church of Arcata

Union St.

151 East 16th Street

14th St.

16th St.

People, politics and pints of beer

photo by Adam Conley

Dan Hamburg (left), the Green Party's candidate for governor, speaks with Arcata City Councilman Bob Ornelas

On-campus bible study every Sunday at 7pm
Siemens Hall 120 * for more info contact:

(right) at the Humboldt Brewery on Friday.
Earlier that afternoon, Hamburg spoke on the HSU Quad about issues surrounding the Nov. 3 election and later
at a rally in the Kate Buchanan Room. Blasting his Republican and Democratic opponents for accepting corporate
donations, Hamburg also said he would like to lower the amount of financial aid debt for college students.
“That debt Is one thing that robs young people of Idealism,” he sald.

Carl Stenzel, M. Div., Campus Minister
(707) 822-5117 lutheran @axe.humbolat.edu

Used oil filters can contain |

more thanacup of oil!

|

Practical storage solutions
mean Rainbow Mini Storage.
e Each space individually alarmed.
¢ Accessible 7 days a week.

¢ Fire alarm system throughout.

Kragen Auto Parts, 444-9457 - Super Lube Eureka, 445-5823
Ge

Ce

4

axass’

.

‘

.

For more information please call:City of Arcata,

Sim

Environmental Services Department at 822-8184 £,

Funded by a grant from the California Integrated Waste Management Board
PET

—

180 F Street, Arcata
F STREET

In McKinleyville: Humboldt Sanitation, 839-3285
In Eureka: Expert Tire, 538 H Street, 443-1617

Mini Storage
ST.

In Arcata: Arcata Community Recycling Center, 822-4542

SOUTH G

When you change your oil remember to
| puncture the domed end of the filter and
allow it to drain in an oil pan for 12 hours!
Then recycle the used oil and oil filters:

© 1998 North Coast Advertising Agency

e Dry, well-lighted spaces.
e Packing materials & boxes available.

Call 822-2200
Full self-service UPS packing &
shipping service here now too!

oo

ee
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Money, where have you gone?
HSU students search for ways to pay for education
F
4

Ee

of sleeping on friends’ couches? Wish you could
have a more exciting meal than 29 cent

“It’s a very objective process,” she said. “TIt’s| all based
on (the) FAFSA.”

noodles? Well, toss your Cup’O’Noodles

If your head isn’t spinning from the alphabet soup yet,

by Doug Georye

and get down to the Financial Aid Ofae

:
i

photo by
Eric Jelinek
_

cE
-

:

the financial aid industry is just getting warmed up.

:

ho im at HSU co ie
nee
cir
registration fees anc living expenses
with financial aid. According to Kay Burgess, director of the Financial Aid Office,
56.6 percent of HSU students received

Burgess said that finaricial aid can be put into two

The deadline for

{

most scholar-

:

ships forthe

:

1999-2000

school year is
Mor. 2

39“ That’s on the higher end compared

(© other campuses,” Burgess said. “But

the money in these programs comes from the federalgZOVernment.

There are 10 grants available to students. Burgess said
— that Pell Grants and Cal Grants are the largestat HSU. Other

Aharon:
1999

grants, such as Educational € Jpportunity Programs (EOP)

= Percentages are increasing all over the — and supplemental educational opportunity grants, reach a

—“tate from rising costs.”

But wait, you say, I can’t get aid, my
parents make too much

money. ’mnot

smaller portion of the population but are just as important.

When students voted last year to increase the Instructional

Related Activi ity fees, a new grant was introduced. The fee

eligible.
“We iry to make everyone eligible,”

increase generated $450, 000, said oe ges.
“By law, one-third of all new fee revenues must go to fi-

Burgess said.

nancial aid,” said Burgess. “There are 23 progranis that re-

The process of receiving financial aid
can be lengthy, but Burgess says that
shouldn’t deter people.
Siudente shod. Ry irst, you apply with a F ree Applicafill out thelr
tion tor Federal Student Aid, or FAFSA.

| MMC

cat-

See

oo

CO

ee

credit ratings. “Then an Expected Family Contribution is determined. That

contribution then determines eligibility.”
According to Burgess, the EFC is less

than the cost of attendance. As a family’s
EFC drops, eligibility for the applicant
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ceived money {including} drama, music and athletics.”
Tes yeah there were 368 scholarships awarded by HSU
and over 400 non-HSU scholarships. Non-HSU scholarships are privately funded from outside sources.
“Most o our scholarship ee
— a 3.0 GPA and

Be Reding
=
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is study y is di . ae : a € sche : a Y ape ie
WOE BUCY programs.
is one of 15 California public

mast important form college students fill out. By filling out
thig tonm, students can get forf financial aid from their

program.

school, outside sources, and the federal government.

St fora gos met iby reusing,

fae

.

1998-99 School Year

conor

egories ~ non-repayable aid and repayable aid. Grants,schol— arships and work-study programs are non-repayab sle while
all types of loans fall into the repayable category. Most of

financial aid.

Free Application for Federal Student Aid

Ta Fe eatin for atral tent A eo oe

institutions that is involved im an experimental work-study

“lhe student’s] job must be related to their career,” said
Burgess: “Flere, we try to target to juniors and seniors because they are easier to peg down.”

and off- campus part-time jobs. Sometimes, students are
employed by non-profit organizations in the

community,

Federal work-study programs help place students in onSee Free Money, page 18

Financial
HSU

students Stacey Isaacs and Jesse
Ridenour say they could

by Amy
Baugh-Meyer

not be in school without
the help of financial aid.
Isaacs, a liberal studies

multiple subjects senior,
has received financial aid
each of her five years at
HSU.
She receives a combi-

nation aid package which
includes federally sponsored Pell Grants, HSU
Grants (from the state of

California), Federal Work
Study and subsidized
student loans, where the

government pays the interest on the recipient’s
loan,

aid

Are we really getting helped?

students give us their $0.02

The four loans are paying for all her expenses — she does not receive financial support from her parents.
Each year, Isaacs has to reapply for her financial aid. After applying the first time, a
financial aid recipient is sent a yearly renewal
form in the mail. Then, the recipient sends
the form back after checking to make sure
the information is correct.
People who receive aid are subject to a
verification process in which the state or federal agency randomly picks recipients to do
verification on, Isaacs said. The verification
requires a student to send in more paperwork, including their tax forms and their

parents’ tax forms.
“It’s like when you cross the border — they

Just pick people,” she said. “I’ve (been) randomly picked every year except one.”
The second time Isaacs was randomly selected for verification, she said she went to

the financial aid office to try and find out why

When someone is randomly
selected, it takes longer for
their aid processing to go
through and longer for them to
receive their check.
she was picked again. The financial aid employee told her that although the selection
is random, it seems more likely that people
get chosen repeatedly for verific ation after
they’ve been chosen the first time.

Isaacs. said when someone is randomly
selected, it takes longer for their aid processing to go through and longer for them to receive their check.
Isaacs receives all of her financial aid by
filling out one form — the Free (pplication
for Federal Student Aid.

Although the information gathering pro-

cess can be complex for the student, the
tabulated

information

that is returned is

quite simple.
Once the student provides all of the finan-

cial information, the data is tabulated and

given back to the student in a categorized
form. This form outlines the anticipated
amount the student will need to live for a

year minus anticipated parental contributions.

The end result (or the difference) is the
amount the student is eligible to recieve ei-

ther through grants, loans or work study
programs. The form breaks the amount
down in the different areas from which the
aid will come.
This year, Isaacs has received $900

through the

HSU Grant, $1,350 through the
See Opinions, page 17
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Whose money is it, anyway?
Control taken away from big banks, students get better rates from the fed.
by Adam Hall
photo by Adam Conley
Who

is to blame for this injus-

tice? Why was my grant application rejected? Why is the interest

on my loans multiplying daily?
And why can’t I afford to pay the
rent AND go to school?

These are questions many students ask themselves during the

course of the school year and many
times they want answers that no
one can give them. So whose fault

is it anyway?
According to Kay Burgess, director of financial aid at HSU, some
of the blame should be put on the

legislators who control funding to

“At one point lending for
student loans was the
banks second-most

state universities, as well as on the

big banks who turn a profit on student loans.
“At one point lending for student
loans was the banks second-most
profitable (endeavor). Credit cards
was number one,” Burgess said.
The problem with the legisla-

Credit cards was number
one.”

tion, said Burgess, is that they of-

Kay Burgess

profitable (endeavor).

ten vote to fund for a certain
amount of grant money, but can
never find that sum of money. The

Director of Financial Aid

short of fee totals. The maximum

government then gives the institu-

Pell Grant is thousands more than

tions far less.
Often times the federal government doesn’t fund (to levels passed
by Congress)

we get. Burgess said.

Recently HSU has changed its

Gretchen Hoiness, a Senior Wildlife major spends time in the bookstore looking for texthooks. “Since f'm a science major, (books) are really expensive

loan policy, switching from several

leaving students

for me, but its no worse this year than any other.”

Prices change with time
Item

1978

Gas

$

Loaf of Bread

$

0.67

6-Pack of Budweiser
Parking Pass

1.49

Increase

1.29

200%

2.05

300%

4.59

A few years ago, lending institu-

tions’ second most profitable business was student loans. The most
profitable business was credit
cards, Burgess said.

Despite the changes, the future

300%

30.00

110.00

375%

1.25

6.75

500%

222.00

1808.00

825%

Movie Ticket

HSU Tuition per Year

Percent

1998

0.65

banking institutions to federal direct loans from one source with a
far better rate.

doesn’t look good, according to

Burgess. Though the government
keeps allocating money for grants
to keep up with rising fees, the
money is nowhere to be found.
In the past when grant money
didn’t match the amountallocated,

fees sky-rocketed 1,000 percent.
Thankfully for students, this has

been changed now as one-third of
all money brought in by fee in-

creases must go towards academic
scholarships.
Sometimes the authorization and
legislation are in conflict. The
Equal Opportunity Program

Grants are a good example. The
state authorized the ceiling for

those grants went up to $2,000 five
or six years ago, but they never
provided any money,Burgess said.
“The legislation will say ‘Wow,

you can give out $2000 EOP
Grants, but there’s no money.”
Despite these problems, California still has some of the cheapest
state universities in the nation, ac-

cording to Burgess.

Who's afraid of the big had...

HSU financial aid office?
O

ne of the backbones of college is money and when it
comes to money, financial aid is just
around the corner.
by
Financial aid at HSU works the same
Doug George
way it does across the nation. It hinges
on the Free Application for Federal Student Aid, or FAFSA. Once a student’s

FAFSA form is sent in, the process of
financial aid goes into full swing.
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“When my Pell Grant was in trouble, they

(the financial aid office) kept me updated on
what was going on. They sent me personal
letters which was surprising that they
would be that helpful.”

Joi Young

How well does the HSU Financial

HSU student

Aid Office take care of its students? The
general consensus is pretty good.

Stephanie Nylund, a kinesiology senior, has been receiving financial aid for

several years. She said that she’s never
had any problems.

“This year I forgot to send in my
FAFSA by the deadline,” said Nylund.
“But they let me fill it out and turn in it
still. I got my money.”

Nylund said that she didn’t see the
form because it was hidden between
two other forms.
“It was out of sight, out of mind,” she

said,

According to Nylund, the Financial

“They're really good,” she said. “I don’t have any prob-

lems.”
Joi Young, a senior English major agrees.

“They (financial aid counselors) are very helpful,” she said.

“T've gone in there many times and called and they’ve al.

Young said that the counselors were so helpful when she

first started seeing them that she doesn’t need to go talk to

them as often.
“When my Pell Grant was in trouble, they kept me updated on what was going on,” said Young, “They sent me
personal letters which was surprising that they would be

that helpful.” _

little trouble with the Financial Aid Office. He said
the process is very smooth.
“I have always gotten my money from them easily,”
he said. “They are really good to work with.”

Swanson said he was surprised at how efficient the

Financial Aid Office is.
“They can take care of so many people at once,” he

said. “You would think people would get lost in it all

but they don’t.”
Most people use their money for educational pur-

poses and living expenses. Nylund said that the aid

Aid Office is speedy and helpful.

ways been helpful.”

Shane Swanson, a marine biology senior, has had

|

check she receives already has tuition deducted from

it. She said she uses the money for books and rent.

“This year, | used it [the check] for a new computer,”
she said. “Usually I buy my books with.it.”

Young, who lives on-campus, has her rent and tuition deducted already. She said that makes it easy

because she doesn’t have to deal with either one.
Many of the people interviewed are satisfied with

the performance of the Financial Aid Office and the
people who work there. So if you are considering
financial aid, don’t be afraid of the second floor of the
Student and Business Services building.
“They have it down,” said Nylund.
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Qpinions
Continued from page 15
Pell Grant and $3,500 through

Federal Work Study. She also
works for the Arcata school dis-

trict after school program.
Waiting in line to get checks
is no longer an issue for financial aid recipients, she said.
“Before, you'd have to come
in the first week of school to get
money, and stand in the financial aid accounting line,” Isaacs
said. “Now, the check just

comes in the mail. You still have
to stand in the information line
to turn in student aid reports,
though.”

a
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“They told me that | had

to pay back my grants

and that | had 15 days to
do it.”
Jennifer White
-

HSU

Leal works and receives
unsubsidized student loans to finance her education.
“I think everyone should have
an Opportunity to go to school,
and a lot of times finances inhibit
that,” she said.

Leal said she doesn’t mind having loans and is grateful for the
chance to receive an education,
regardless of the expense.

as much as I do, and I still don’t
know where the money is really

Jennifer White, a Wildlife Resources Senior, has had a difhi-

Jesse Ridenour, an environ-

mental science ethics junior,
also relies on financial aid to
make his education possible. ”
Ridenour, who transferred to

HSU trom Ventura College, receives subsidized loans, Pell

Grants and HSU Grants. He
works during the summer and
is not currently employed.

“What I’m getting now won’t
pay for everything,” Ridenour
said. “I get $1,150 per semes-

ter in money that I don’t have
to pay back. Then, I have sum-

mer savings and the loans, too.”
Ridenour says the financial
aid system at HSU needs improvement.
“The system needs expan-

cultly in dealing with the Financial Aid office at the end of last
semester.
:
“They told me that I had to pay
back my grants and that I had 15
days to do it,” White said.
Apparently the financial aid office had found a mistake on
White’s FAFSA that both parties
had overlooked previously.

White’s parents couldn’t help
her because she had become
emancipated and had to work to
pay back the grants.
The financial aid office wasn’t
much help to White either. She
said that the people who contacted her were rude and inconsiderate.
Thankfully for White, she
didn’t have to pay back her work-

sion,” he said. “The lines and _ study money as well.
processing take too long.”
“That was the one good thing
He does say he thinks the staff
that came out ofit. They (the ofdoes a good job, considering
the small number of people
they have to run the office.
“The people that work there
are good people and really
helpful,” Ridenour said.
Although he receives his
checks in the mail, Ridenour

does wait in line to turn in paperwork.

“Most of the time there are
only two employees helping
with a line of 30 to 50 people,”
he said.
Jessica Leal, a Spanish senior,
applies for financial aid every
semester, but said she always
gets turned down.
She believes her parents’ financial situation prevents her
from being eligible — her father
owns his own business.

fice) said that because I acted
quickly, that I wouldn’t have to
pay that back too,” White said.

She’also said that the incident
has given her a good idea of what
she believes is wrong with the fi-

nancial aid process.
“My beef is that its good for
those people who can get it, but
that it hurts other students.”
Students whose parents who
have average incomes, or people
who have to work to pay for college because they’re (emancipated) have difficulty (getting financial aid),” White said.
“You have to be over 24 to get
financial (assistance) if you are
independant, and I don’t think
that’s right.”
Adam Hall contributed to this
story.

compiled by Adam Hall

Student

Although Isaacs is dependent
upon her aid, she is still unclear
about its source.
“It’s taken me years to know
coming from,” she said.

$ix ways to tell that
your Scholarship has
Sunk
These excuses are listed on the
Federal Trade Commision’s
homepage as the six most likely
ways that students are tricked out
of financial aid money.

1. "The scholarship
is guaranteed OF
your money back.”
No

one can guarantee that they'll

3. ‘May
| have your
credit card or bank
account number to

hold this scholarShip?"
Don't give out your credit

card

or bank account number on the
phone without getting information
in writing first. It may be a set-up
for an unauthorized withdrawal.

get you a grant or scholarship. Refund guarantees often have condi-

tions or strings attached. Get refund policies in writing — before
you pay.

2. “You can't get
this information
anywhere else."
There are many free lists of
scholarships. Check with your
school or library before you decide
to pay someone to do the work for

4. "We'll do all the
work."
Don't be fooled. There's no way
around it. You must apply for
scholarships or grants yourself.

0. “The scholarship
will cost some
money.”

Don't pay anyone who claims to

be "holding" a scholarship or grant
for you. Free money shouldn't cost
a thing.

6. "You've been
selected” by a ‘national foundation’ to
receive a scholarShip, or “You're a
finalist” in a confest you never entered.
Before you send money to apply
for a_ scholarship, check it out.
Make sure the foundation or program is legitimate.
source: Federal Trade Commission.

http://www.fte.gov/bep/
conline/edcams/scholarship/
sixsigns.htm

you.

Who do I call for more information?
The Federal Student Aid
Information Center

Open Monday through Friday 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m. (Eastern Time)

Center if you want to find out if your
federal financial student aid application has been processed or if you
want a copy of you Student Aid

Report (SAR). This is not a toll-free
1-800-4-FED-AID (1-800-433-3243)
The Information Center will
¢ assist you in completing the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid
¢ tell you whether a schooi participates in the federal student aid
programs, and that school’s default

federal student aid questions you

rate

may have.

call.

1-800-730-8913
If you’re hearing impaired you may
call this oil-free TDD number at the
Information Center for help with any

¢ explain federal student aid eligibility
requirements

1-800-MIS-USED (1-800-647-8733)

¢ explain the process of determining
financial need and awarding aid

If you have reason to suspect any

fraud, waste or abuse involving

¢ send federal student aid publications to you

federal student aid funds, call this
toll-free number, which is a hotline to
the U.S. Department of Education’s

1-319-337-5665

Inspector General's office. You may
remain anonymous, if you wish.

Call this number at the Information
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Guitars, New & Used

Wildwood

Strings

Music

Books & Videos

1027 I Street
Arcata, CA 95521

Folk Instruments
Electronics

|

Financial Aid: Students pay back on time
eContinued from page 15

ing to Zena Lundberg, Super-

Well, you say, I don’t have the
GPA fora scholarship and there
are no jobs left. I’m back to those
noodles, right? Don’t give up
yet, there are still loans.
There

visor of Financial Aid Account-

ing, repayment begins when a
student graduates, withdraws
from a university or drops be-

low the required full-time status.

are several types of

HSU borrowers are good at re-

loans to apply for. According to

payment, said Lundberg.

Burgess, these are Stafford
loans, Parent Loan for Under-

“We had a 4.7 percent default
for

graduate Students (PLUS) and

10:30-6:00

she

said.

Default means not making repayments to a loan on time. Ac-

government including interest

[822-6264|

month,”

“That’s the percentage of all
money lent out.”

Perkins loans. In subsidized
loans, everything is paid by the

| Mon-Sat

last

accrued and repayment begins

“Usually once they

utter
le ving
Unsubsidized loans

EQ TT CTD)

schoo
make the

suffer,

cording to Lundberg, if a university reaches 15 percent defle
the Baanc
inl ee. Satine
ae
ae:
tut,
the financi
al aid programs
become threatened.
‘““HSU has never been in dan-

forget TH

UTA

l(b

ap
(forget) ri

Aes hi Bu rgess

ger ee

Director of Financial Aid

its program,” said

Teneo

es

When a student receiving financial aid leaves the university,

it is important to have an exit in-

Botanical Oils
Brady Design

terview, said Lundberg. The in-

payment from the time the loan is
disbursed. PLUS loans are paid

terview gives the student their

“Perkins loans are highly targeted to freshman because they

rights so they can avoid going
into default.
“Ifa student is in default at a
previous university, they can’t

have lower loan limits,” said Bur-

receive money if they apply at

gess. “It’s a very small program at

their current university,” she
said.

back by parents, said Burgess.

Floralite—A vivid bouquet
of flowers and scents to

tantalize your senses.
Enhance the soft pleasures
of home with a massage or
scented bath ... in Magie,

Art and Illustration: Marian

borrower responsible for interest

HSU.”
The largest programs at HSU are
Stafford loans and Pell Grants. Ac-

Open 7 Days

Nuit d'Amour, and Fruits

1031 H St. * Arcata

de la Passion.

822-3450

Assorted sizes and bottle
shapes to choose from.

a

8

2817 F St.

¢ Eureka

269-9560

cording to Burgess, $15

The best advice for applicants
from
both
Burgess
and
Lundberg is to keep on top of
their financial aid.
“Apply early and remember to
reapply every year,” said Burgess. “Usually once they (students) forget and suffer, they
never (forget) again.”

million

was disbursed through Stafford
loans and $8 million through Pell
Grants this year.
Financial
Aid
Accounting
handles disbursement of awards

and repayment of loans. Accord-

HUMBOLDT TATTOO & BODY PIERCING
SMOKE SHOP

The Most Experienced Body
Piercer & Tattooist on the North Coast

Specializing in: Fine Line « ere
ribal

* Cover-ups*

rien

8

BUG FUN at THE BREWERY:
During any Sunday NFL or Monday Night
Football Game:

BIG Screen TV
Watch the game on our Big Screen TV.

BIG Pitchers
Enjoy pitchers of Lost Coast brew for only $6.50)

y

Reg. $7.75

BIG Wings
Large order of hot wings, just $7.00! Reg. $8.95

BIG Nachos
Our biggest, best Nachos, only $6.00! Reg. $6.95

Noman:

| VISA

Noon - 6pm Sun. & Mon.

1806 4TH

STREET,

EUREKA

95501

(707)443-3809

YOU'RE JUST 1
FOOD SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT * HAPP
Y HOUR MON toy sce AY!iy

© 1998 North Coast Advertising Agency

617

4TH

STREET

©

EUREKA

©

445-

4480
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Ani DiFranco performs folk with attitude
Utah Phillips opens special performance sponsored by Center Arts
fter having two chances to adjust to
the intimate

confines

of

the 300-person capacity
of the Kate Buchanan
Room, Ani DiFranco will

have to adapt to the rela-

by
Matt Krupnick
photos courtesy
of
Righteous Babe
Records

tively monstrous

2,000-

seat Kureka Municipal
Auditorium Saturday as
she hits the North Coast.
DiFranco, touring in
support of her 11th solo
album, “Little Plastic
Castle,” is often described as one of the

most fiery performers in
music.

“Live,

(DiFranco)

throws off enough energy

to power a small city,”
New

York

Magazine

wrote.
Adding

to the power

source for Saturday’s
show will be folk legend
Utah Phillips, who collaborated with DiFranco
on the 1996 album, “The
Past Didn’t Go Anywhere.” The reason be-

hind

Eureka

being

Phillips’ lone appearance
on DiFranco’s tour may

have HSU roots, as Asso-

ciated Students public
Ani DiFranco will
play Saturday
with Utah Phillips
at 8 p.m.at the
Eureka Municipal
Auditorium.

relations
Nick

coordinator

Tomb

is Phillips’

stepson.
‘Tomb, a political science

senior,

— said

DiFranco was impressed
with Phillips’ history of
causes.
“Ani approached

him

and said, ‘I really like
your message,” Tomb
The show is $25
general and $20
for HSU students
/ seniors.

said. “He’s a full-blown
activist. I think they have
a lot of the same ideals.

“T’ve seen them play together and it’s really
neat.”
Both this week’s concert and the 1996 col-

laboration were spearheaded by DiFranco,
Phillips said in an e-mail

Tickets are
available at The
interview.
Works, Metro,
“The decision to team
New Outdoor
up was not mine, but
Store and HSU hers,” he said. “Ani heard
Ticket Office in something in the stories
Arcata and at I tell that she wanted to
the Works in share with her audience.
Eureka The recording project
was conceived and ex-

Anybivenes, we has been described as “the lost lave child of Kurt Cobain and Liza Minelli,” dave the Sabieka Municipal Center ited

ecuted entirely by Ani. I was really a bystander. I’m still bystanding. v

Phillips said he enjoys playing with
DiFranco

because of her musical and

personal assets.
“Tl admire

Ani

most for her intelli-

gence, energy and honesty,” he said.
“What she does on the stage is rare and
beautiful.”

DiFranco,

28, hails

from

Buffalo,

N.Y., where she began singing and
playing the guitar in bars at age 10. By
15, she was writing songs and hitting
the regional coffeehouse and club circuit.
By the time she decided to record her
first album

more than

in

1990,

DiFranco

100 songs from which

choose. She released the self-titled album herself — a practice that was to become a trend — and sold it from the
trunk of her hand-painted car while
playing clubs and college campuses
across the country.

had

to

See Righteous
Babe, page 22
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DJ Spooky brings ‘illbient’ beats to Eureka
Fvan a
photo courtesy
Outpost Recordings
ext Wednesday will go
oO)
a
eee
Oe

ever in Humboldt music history as the day that a Club
West audience had its conventional definition of hip hop com-

pletely rewritten. Ina Rhythmic
Productions presentation, the
tunkafied electronic chaos of DJ
Spooky. who accomplishes octo-

pus-like feats
with an assortment
of turn tables, CD players, and
ee
other electronic equipment, will be joined by Mexico’s

crossover hit (in reference to the
border as well as musical styles)
Plastilina Mosh.

Hailing

from

New

York, DJ

Spooky, ‘that subliminal kid) is
both a founding father and ambassador of the East Coast born

style of disc jockeying dubbed

“trip hop” and “illbient” (a play
on the word ambient). Taking
advantage ofa public ear that has
been

warmed

up

to the

now

semi-pop genres of techno, industrial, and hard-core rap, trip
hop technicians combine the traditional methods of scratching
and sampling with a plethora of

intense sound imagery and
skipped beats. The result can re-

semble anything from the stagger-beat stylings of Busta
Rhymes to a hypothetical Nine
Inch Nails hip hop tribute.
*
“To me, illbient is like ambient

(music) comes to New York City,
sees what’s going on with the

pollution, the smog, the extreme
noise, the density of the crowds,

DJ Spooky calls his music the first you can't define because It absorbs
genres completely

illbient the first music genre style
that you can’t define because

move through different genres
like a lethal biological weapon.”
Aside from his adept skill in
Juggling multiple machines and

there are so many styles that go
into it. It is the first music genre

having a sense of rhythm that allows him to thoroughly manipu-

that is meant to absorb all music
genres completely. And that’s

late beats, DJ Spooky stands out

and goes completely insane,”
Spooky said. “I always call

amongst other DJs for the eclec-

why we call it ill, because it uses
virus

invectives

to infect

and

See ‘Trip hop’ page, 24

ON SALE”
OCTOBER 13-19

THE METRO CDS & TAPES
858 G STREET * ON THE PLAZA* ARCATA

822-9015 * OPEN EVERY DAY * FRIDAY NIGHTS ‘TIL 8:00
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|CAKE

GOO
OB00C0S

produced an album encompassing
all emotions, genres and musical
styles.
It isn’t every band that can claim

with a 90s kind of melody.
The track, “Let Me Go,” isa very

catchy little tune that is sure to be
released for air play soon.
For Cake fans, this album is defi-

to mix elements of funk, metal,

country and mariachi music into
something aesthetically pleasing.

kk kkk Excellent
k*k*«x* Great
*** Good
** O.K.
* Sucks

nitely worth purchasing. Anyone

who has never heard them will
probably enjoy something about

The first song on the album,
titled, “Satan is my Motor,” is
Profonging

the

Magic

Cake
“Prolonging the Magic”
kkk
The latest CD from the Sacramento based band Cake succeeds
in classic Cake form.
For the third time, the band has

Café Tomo

Cafe Mokka

Tony Furtado Band

tt

orient

ater NT
Saturday

no music

Kachimbo

Howdy Emerson

salsa $6

8:30 p.m.

The Errol Previde

Chubritza

Quartet

8:30 p.m.

$3

the disc because their are so many

oddly enough a Satanist anthem
with a happy melody. Very few
bands can mix the message of being driven by Satan in sucha lighthearted, almost sarcastic way.

parts to the whole Cake sound.
Let’s

hope

they

swing

by

The track “Never There,” will be

Humboldt County again while
touring for “Prolonging the
Magic.”
— Erica L. Johnson

the first single released from the
album with the video set to debut
on MT'Y this week. The track in-

See More rants and raves, page 23

corporates an 80s kind of sound

Six Rivers
Brewery

Humboldt

Brewery
Brothers Murdock

Lazy

9:30 p.m.

Sacred
Grounds
open mic.
8 p.m.

Bones

z

Mudd Puddle
9:30 p.m.

Good Company
celtic

Petey and Associates
50's music review

Mr. Lunch

TBA

Ved

GOOD COFFEE.
Margaritas and Football!

MUDDY WATERS
COFFEE CO.

All margs $2!

Double Wells* $2%°
*Double weil drinks in pint glasses

1603 G St. Northtown Arcata.

www.muddywaterscoffee.com

Live Music & Dancing! $1 Cover.

THURSDAYS
FRIDAYS

Progressive-Regressive! Arcata’s
best beer night is now better! 16 taps!

LADIES NIGHT!!!
Champagne & Sake $2°°
Double Call Drinks in pint glasses $3"
Micro Pints $2”

1/2 Liter Night! $3°° Slammers
and hooters and teas! Oh my!

SATURDAYS

LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR!!!

INTRODUCING: “MYSTERY BEER”
50¢ glasses. $1 pints. $3 Pitchers.
Even our bartenders don’t know! Our motto: .

“Don’t ask, just drink!”
All specials start at 9 pm unless otherwise noted.

Voted by the Arcata Eye — Arcata’s Best Happy Hour!

865 9th St.

822-2302
www.marinosclub.com

ARCATA

Vx

eee
Kong Action

WEDNESDAYS

Rock, Reggae & Jazz * Quality Documentaries * Hong

75¢ Beer starting @ 8pm.

eee

VIDEO EXPERIENCE |
Not Your Average Video Store ...
Any 5 movies for $5 for 5 days
Any 7 movies for $7 for 7 days
“excluding new releases

& PICTURE AS
Pai
Tg
DIFFERENT AS
WS TITLE!

Movie Magazine’s & Postcards
Monday Night Special: All new releases $2.00

400 G Street ¢ Arcata ¢ 826-1105

¢ AION Wily ¢ }Ulidg JO INO F BBY - JUapUadapL| » UBia104

TUESDAYS

1 Od

MONDAYS

<
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Righteous Babe
773 8th St.

¢ On the Arcata Plaza

all shows 21

and over

« 822-4100

° continued trom, page 19

* www.cafetomo.com

OPEN 7 NIGHTS, NOW SERVING LUNCH 11

The powerful shows and biting lyrics of her music helped
bolster DiFranco’s popularity,
but she refused to accept numerous offers from major

- 4, LIVE MUSIC

FROM 93 PM, FULL BAR, SUSHI, SAKE, HAPPY HOURS.

PMLCL Al tat oe ol =U

projects to major releases like

and her music

“My Best Friend’s
and “The Jackal.”

has demand

As

awareness

Wedding”

about Ani DiFranco.”
Humboldt County residents
showed their excitement in

singles and sign with a major

Sun
|

toe See mek

label, DiFranco’s popularity
has risen with each album. She
has sold more than a million

igate

Heiroglyphics

albums,

$102

appeared

on

the

“SS packing
two

a

are
persis

eae Hips

Wine

Tasting

w/

10/25 Duncan Burges Jazz Trio 7:30-9:30 pm

Mandeng
aliages

Wed

_ [10/28

in

7-9

up

Celtic Summit
Primal

Drones

Horn &

& Good

experience

=

on

her

1997

¢

“Arcata’s on the
jRappaport said.

from

live

al-

map,”

ture a trio of musicians in
additionto DiFranco and

gained

ranging

from

Phillips.
Mercer

Bassist
and

Julie

Jason

keyboardist

Wolf

will join

drummer

Denny

Fongheiser,

who has
toured
with
Tracy
Chapman, Heart and
DiFranco will play Saturday with Utah Phillips

student

Belinda Carlisle and recorded
with
Liz
Phairand
and
Shawn
Colvin.

"

Ricky Skaggs American

The Jazz

and Kentucky Thunder

Masters

Sunday. October 25

Thursday, November

Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm_

Two.of today’s most

Featuring the contem-

Friday, November

5

porary sounds of

Van Duzer

Theatre, 8pm

Saal lth c-m ao ti Mulla) cet-h

Ee

Cee Lem elo)

mae

together in a special

Darol Anger and Matt

Rie
one-of-a-kind
concert.|

Glaser, bebop pioneer

= sPOnsorep

Joseph Kennedy Jr.,
LCS Fe
4U a aU
eae

6

A special show that pays

Stanley.

‘

By

PIERSON, BUILDING a

ane

COMING

AfroCuba

and Los

ahalslse>

SOON...

°?” Mary Chapin
Carpenter
oe
cet

Hermanos

Wednesday,
November

DOS ALAS

de Matanzas

DE Via=)

nae

Tene aya;

Cepeda

1]

Van Duzer

Thursday, November

Theatre, 8pm

Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

ad

An unforgettable evening

ae

elder statesman

irateel mer tated
mela lla
lee
CLE EU)

ell

different tribes.

mtalcoe

song

The Eureka show will fea-

clans
like
Bruce
Cockburn and has contributed songs
to soundtracks from

films

A

» bum, “Living in Clip.”

worked as a guest vocalist
and guitarist for musi-

a

Co.

Nakai

SPONSORED BY CHER-AE HEIGHTS

The

5,000

1995.

Room

wi /

‘Cer Coe cot

innovative flutists join

Se

3:30

Cardboard ota

to

in

peared

from producing her own
albums has pushed other
artists to seek DiFranco as
the producer of their albums.
She
has.
also

Djeli

- 216

1,000

Buchanan

one of those performances ap-

tour has her playing venues
seating
people.

each of DiFranco’s

Kate

shows

|

cover of almost every, major
music magazine and on national television. Her fall

adv.

for

“We sold a lot of tickets right
when they went on sale,” he
said. ‘ ‘People are really excited

Despite her refusal to release

hae

to her

marketing coordinator
CenterArts.

of DiFranco

Righteous Babe label.

sat ‘Ist Anniversary Celebration w/ —

for tickets

so

shows, said Scott Rappaport,

record companies, instead releasing albums under her own

ace

has grown,

aad

19

of Cuban rumba, Puerto

mum

Sey

Melt: Mice) cae

a

Trinity Irish
Dance

Com

10 SNSORED. BY NORTH $c tS

BH MORTH SOLES

oaks
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More

Rants and Raves

¢ continued from page 21

PoE ecient

lowercase g

“gain weight”

gets funky with some good
bass lines, butis pretty much
just like all of the other tunes
on the disc.
For fans of lowercase g this
CD is a must have and it’s
good to see some local boys
put out a CD. However, you
could take a tape recorder to a
show and get the same sound,
if not of better quality.
The CD sounds like the band
is Jamming in someone’s garage; but many people might
like this sound, so crack open
a Keystone Light and have a
listen.

*
One of Arcata’s own, lower-

from

the “better live” disease,

a common affliction among
small town, night-club bands.
The first track, “trippin,”

CD

from

the group,

Eagle House Victorian Inn

“Blind

Historical Landmark Est. 1888

Ride,” is a good example of
musical diversity.
The group blends bluegrass,
jazz, folk, rock and pop into a
swell of uplifting guitar and
mandolin melodies, progressive rhythms and bittersweet
vocals. The sound can be
decribed as high-energy experimental rock-and-roll, with
bluegrass instrumentation and
strong vocal harmonies.

“Blind Ride,” is actually a lis— Erica L. Fohnson

case g, formerly known as g,
has released a CD titled “gain
weight.”
The bassist has some pretty
funky lines on this one but the
disc is “totally, like, Humboldt
rock,” complete with bongo
drums, off-key screaming and
lame references to 4:20.
Because I’ve heard good
things about the group (I’ve
never seen a live performance),
I think this band may suffer

tric sounds to recreate and redefine the traditional folk and
bluegrass music. The debut

tenable CD. However, it is not
one I would stand in line to

buy.
The

Floodplain Gang
“Blind Ride”
kkk
This 2-year-old band from
Boulder, Colo., the Floodplain

mandolin

and

guitar

picking is very impressive. The
fast-paced playing and musical
movement is very enjoyable as
it takes you to another era. It
is the jazzy songs that bring the
CD almost down to mediocre.
The Floodplain Gang’s attempts at a contemporary
sound pale in comparison to
its traditional bluegrass songs.
This band plays something
new which is always refreshing, but “the gang” should
stick to the traditional bluegrass tunes.

Gang, mixes acoustic and elec-

Located in Old Town Eureka
at 2nd and C Streets
Special Rates for HSU students & parents
(707) 444-3344

— Erica L. Fohnson

| Bringing Quality Music
to the North Coast

ANI RHI
Saturday, October 17
Presented by CenterArts @ the Eureka Muni

HIEROGLYPHICS

Sunday, Oct. 18th
Café Tomo, Arcata

BLOQUE

|

Monday, Oct, 19th
Café Tomo, Arcata

MOTHER HIPS

Wednesday, Oct. 2iSt

Wael
Wednesday, November 4 / Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

Espresso Bar & Do It

Nolet eal

rales

Galactic

Members of SLOW BURN will be playing
Saturday 10/17 at 7 pm... NO COVER
lexpires 10/31

Presents...

5000 Valley West Blvd. #9 * Arcata * 826-1KUP
(Next to Rite Aid in the Valley West Shopping be)
Oye a
aes ear

Café Tomo, Arcata

Friday, Oct.23°d
Café Tomo, Arcata

DJ SPOOKY
Wednesday,
Oct. 28d
Club West, Eureka

VINYL

©
WED 10/14

Lazybonz

Café Tomo, Arcata

RHYTHMIC HOTLINE
(707)826-048|

A BENEFIT FOR THE HSU ARTS & MUSIC FESTIVAL

Dr. Ct

Thursday, Oct. 29th

Thursday, Oct. 29th
Club West, Eureka

-

LOCALS ONLY SHOWS
FREE IN THE DEPOT!

THE JOE CRAVEN TRIO

BLUE PLATE SPECIAL

CU EWA Cu
a
Kate Buchanan Room, 8pm

Clava
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eam
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‘Trip hop’ hooray, ho, hey, ho, hey,
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¢ continued from page 20

a time where just...things are
changin’. A lot of DJs speak with
their tones, you know. It’s time
to expand.”
“Coming from the standpoint
of electronic music, DJ] Spooky
is doing some incredible things,”

tic mix of samples that he brings
to his music. Always with a mes-

sage in mind, he stirs together an
assortment of other artists’ lyrics
and music beds, an assortment of
spoken word quotations, media

sound bytes, and personally recorded sounds of every day life
— like police sirens or the video
game
sound
effects
heard
throughout “Riddim Warfare,”
his latest album from Outpost
Recordings.

DJ Spooky, the subliminal kid,
just coolin’ out in the studio, you

bum.

“...(I’m) listenin’ to this

music

made

from

fragments

of

the world. Just thinking about
how people can reconstruct, you
know what ’m sayin’. We live in

show,” said Ross.
“Just like with DJ
Shadow, you'll see a
lot more
people
standing around at a
Spooky

show,

nod-

ding

other artists have laid down be-

seems
like
(Spooky’s) trying to

and

bobbing

their heads rather
than dancing.
It
appeal to a wider au-

and testing just how far music
can be taken. It’s never been
done like this before, and it’s

dience, though,
his new album

good

pretty

to see (DJ Spooky) and

others like DJ Shadow go ahead
with their experiments.”
In creating such an intense and
new sound, DJs of the illbient
faith also create a new role for the
audience to play.
“It’s all about the art of arrangement, and as a result the
crowd is in for something a little

know what I’m sayin’...,” said
Spooky on “Rekonstruction,”
the eighth track of his new al-

different at a trip hop

said KRFH disc jockey and HSU
sophomore Dylan Ross. “He’s
building on the foundation that
fore him, adding his own style

“Yes, yes, check, check, this is

|

so
is

danceable,

and he’ll probably
play a lot off of that.
But (going to the
concert) will still be
a completely differ-

ent experience.”
Also showing off
their musical wares
with DJ Spooky is
Plastilina Mosh, a
Mexican duo com-

posed of singer / mu-

Breast Cancer

October is .

Awareness
¢ Self-Exams
* Early Detection

Free Info on...

Month

* Lifestyle Changes
e Plus Much More!

Oct. 21
Visit our Table...

ee

11 am—2pm

Lin, :

On the Quad

Guest Speaker...

F be?

Fashioned

/ ie

Dr. Julie Ohnemus

|

of The North Country Clinic

oo eae

Oct. 21 @ Open Mic.
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“|
ZT

\

hae
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“Aquamosh” has enjoyed the
most chart popularity in Mexico
since the late Selena. Crossing
over musical styles the way a pilot does time zones, Plastilina
Mosh is hard to classify ini any
one category — however, if there
was an “interesting for lack ofa
better term label,” rest assured.

In hearing for the first time the
“Aquamosh” intro track “Nifio
Bomba,” the immediate reaction

WORLD
BIA

2.

Premium Local Ice Cream

Pp aa sive

Wau Teer ou
QAUZ

ion

PAVEL senv’

Sorbets, Sherbets,
Gelatos and Yogurt
Locally Roasted Coffee
and a Full Espresso Bar
+>

Located in Jacoby’s

Time

wl,47! e

Stor WmOuSE

on the Plaza.

i

Wide
B14.

Walhanes

1898

<o—

822-6388

a

is flying towards the holiday

breaks. Are you planning on flying?
lf so, Book early as discount seats
are limited.

Give us a call and we will be
happy to to help you plan.

ra

On his fatest CD, "Riddim Warfare, a. DJnT peek mixes the nmbara, Windi canes,
gongs, street noises, vocals and guitar te produce his unique sound.

is to call Plastilina Mosh
Mexico’s answer to the Beastie

:

Gp

:

fo S RE

Ong,
Weeae
Ry
Hince

sicians Alejandro
Rosso and Jonas.
Their
album

Dalianes Travel
822-7676
UC Center — HSU
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wed. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
CST# 2007118-10

Boys. However, upon further inspection of the remaining songs,
the music begins to jump around
from funk to alternative to loud
rock, never to touch down

on

that hip hop landing strip again.
Although
the
music
of
Plastilina Mosh is nothing special when listened to in recorded
form, it is very likely that they are
afflicted with the common
“much better live syndrome.”
Most rhythms and bass lines featured on “Aquamosh” are decid-

edly funky. Additionally, a
couple of glances at the photos
on the album cover show Rosso
and Jonas to have a sense of humor — always a valuable commodity to have when performing
live.
Tickets for the show are $10

and can be purchased at People’s
Records, The Metro, The Works

(Arcata and Eureka), Beat Street
Records
in
Wildhorse
Garberville.

Fortuna
Records

and
in
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Giambastiani runs

with ‘burning desire’
Cross country co-captain won
Humboldt Invitational Sept. 19
(

ene

brought Leia Giambastiani, an environmental science se
nior, to cross country about seven years ago in Santa

Rosa.

“I thought, ‘OK, Pll just try this,” the 21-year-old

by Alicia Jack

said.

Now she and Danielle Saylor are the captains of
the team.
“Determination, persistence and desire” are
qualities coach Dave Wells says sets Giambastiani
apart from the cross country crowd.

“She’s been a great leader for the team,” he said.
“She’s dynamic when she gets the women together.”
Saylor agreed that Giambastiani is a good leader
as well as runner.
“She really wants to see everyone do well,” she

a

Leia Giambastiani

said. “She encourages girls. She’ll cheer for girls
to keep going.”
For Giambastiani, one of the most rewarding things

Celebrate good times

Photo by Chris Anderson

Halfback Matt Dwane (No. 7) celebrates with split end Ryan Kinser after Kinser scored one of his two
touchdowns in Saturday's 39-16 win over Simon Fraser in Redwood Bowl.

about running is the struggle.
“The best thing is basically feeling strong,” she said.
“If you don’t feel good, you feel like crap when you
run. Half the struggle is mental. (The best part is)
when you can still hang in there and try the hardest
even when you feel like crap.”

Eye on the Coach

Regardless of how she feels on the inside, Wells said

“She has a lot
of spunk. Leia
brings a lot of

spunk to the
team. She
understands
everyone on

Tina Raddish
¢ Volleyball coach

Giambastiani doesn’t let it show on the
outside.
“You can see it in her eyes,” Wells said.
“When she’s racing, she’s just got that

Saturday

have helped Giambastiani win the
Humboldt Invitational Sept. 19 — her first

Cross country
at Oregon Invitational

win in intercollegiate cross country.
“Tt wasn’t my best race,” she laughed. “It
wasn’t even my best time.”
A common thread among runners,

the team. She's

come a long
way.”
Danielle

Saylor
cross country

co-captain

their bodies.
“Runners are really in tune with their
bodies,” she said. “On runs, we'll talk

about everything about our bodies — from
bodily functions to whatever.”
Though Giambastiani enjoys the workouts, cardiovascular strength and chal-

lenges running gives her, her favorite aspect of cross country is the people.
“It’s a team effort,” she said. “The (best)
part is to hang out with people. Last year,
I traveled to regionals. I was the only girl.
I missed the team.”

Between warm-ups, stretching, drills,
talking and the actual workout, Giambastiani says

cross country can be time-consuming and energydraining.
But her hard work pays off, Wells said.

Volleyball
vs. Simon Fraser

Burnaby, B.C., 7 p.m.

heart ofa lion. There’s a flame in her eyes.”
What Wells calls “a burning desire” may

Giambastiani said, is their connection with

Friday

Eugene, Ore., 9:30 a.m.
e July 23, 1968, in Fontana, Calif.

Education:
¢ Bachelor’s degree in physical education from HSU, 1990.
¢ Master’s degree in physical education from West Virginia University, 1991.

Playing career:
¢ 1986-1990: Played for HSU volleyball team.

Coaching career:
¢ 1992-1993: Head coach at Rutgers University.

¢ 1994-present: Head coach at HSU.

Achievements:
¢ HSU single-season record-holder for blocks with 101.
¢ Third on all-time HSU hitting list with a .295 percentage.

Football

vs. Western Oregon
Monmouth, Ore., 1 p.m.
Women’s soccer
vs. Cal Poly Pomona

Pomona, 7 p.m.
Men’s soccer
vs. alumni

HSU soccer field, 1 p.m.
Volleyball
vs. Western Washington
Bellingham, Wash., 7:30 p.m.

Monday
Women’s soccer
vs. UC San Diego

San Diego, noon
¢ Married to Chicago Bears West Coast scout Marty Barrett.
See Leta,
page 28
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The victory came two days after

Football Association.
Ryan Kinser scored two touch-

PPL

PSNI

SF
Lato

Back

Lb

1 p.m.

Football beats Simon Fraser,
39-16, for first win
_Freshman quarterback Travis
Mari completed 16 of 20 passes for

Personal Injuries

244 yards and three touchdowns

Auto Injuries,

<4

Most Insurance Accepted, Painless Payment Plans

A

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,
Chine ractors

day at 1 p.m. at the HSU soccer
field.

champion Western Oregon (2-2, 0-

Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause
Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays
Sports Injuries,

taking on a team of alumni Satur-

HSU will play defending CFA

1) in Monmouth, Ore., Saturday at

HEADACHES?
we can help.
;

Steele rushed for 96 yards.

C6008

& Neck Problems?

R

to lead the football team to a 3916 homecoming victory over
Simon Fraser Saturday in Redwood Bowl.
The win was the first of the season for the Lumberjacks (1-5, 11). Simon Fraser dropped to 2-3
overall and 0-2 in the Columbia

(5-5-2, 2-3-2) lost, 3-1, to

San Francisco State on the road.
The ’Jacks will relax for a week,

downs for the "Jacks, while Eddie

Sports

ok

HSU

Women break even

Men's soccer team splits
non-conference pair

in soccer twosome
The women’s soccer team got an

overtime goal from Karin Barbee
Saturday to beat San Francisco

Nate Betschart and John
Davidson scored 27 seconds apart
to lead the Jacks to a 2-0 win over

State on the road, 1-0.

Barbee received a pass from
Annabel Dostal 13 minutes into
the extra period to notch the vic-

UC Davis Monday in Davis.
The goals came with less than
nine

minutes

remaining

in the

tory.

game and helped goalkeeper Colin
Garon earn his fourth shutout of
the season.

See Clips, next page

AUTOGLASS

BUsunEL
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send
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oe

A
A

customers

1781

Central Avenue Suite Cc
McKinleyville, CA

auNAN
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(RNIN
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e ‘Truck sliders
¢ Windshield Repair
and Replacement
¢ Side Glass Replacement

826-0337

¢ Window Tinting
e Auto Interior and
Upholstery Repair
¢ Sun Roofs
550 South G

#3. Arcata

Mention this Ad for
eWith

Student

or Faculty

We'll Pay You

To Have Exciting
Weekends.

For casual chinese cuisine
or take-out
WE HAVE THE LARGEST
VEGETARIAN MENU

822-6105

SZECHUAN

on the
- Arcata Plaza

HUNAN

761 8th St.
Additional parking at
7th St. entrance

CANTON
MANDARIN

IN TOWN!

All major credit cards
Accepted.
|

Open 11am 1 panda aily
”

os ds Op 7

at no 57

The Army Reserve will give a ma

excitement like

you've never had before, and you can earn more than $18,000

while you're enjoying yourself during a standard enlistment.
Think about it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks’ Annual Training, you could earn
good pay, have a good time, make good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money
for education.
You'll also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will
last you a lifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?

Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:
1-800-USA-ARMY
www.goarmy.com
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

ARMY RESERVE

10% OFF
ID e

a
from Mark McGwire

braska beat Washington, 55-7.
Texas A&M beat Nebraska, 2821. Therefore, Texas A&M

would beat Washington, 97-12.
e As someone who spent
years rooting for the Dodgers,
only to see them finish a game
behind Atlanta in the National

for base-

ball fans to recover from that
year. The 1998-99 NBA season
will probably be shortened by
the lockout, but the best player
to ever wear an NBA uniform is
ready to retire. Who’s going to
want to pay $30 to sit in the
back row of the arena and watch
Randy Brown play yet another
sport affected by greed and selfrighteousness? Nof even the
Randy Brown fan club.
¢ OK, so the HSU

football

League West seemingly every

team finally won a game. Now
the question is whether a win

season, I just have one simple

against a Canadian team de-

request: Please, please, please,

serves an asterisk. HSU

please let the Braves lose, 20-0,
in tonight’s game against the
Padres.
e In 1994, the baseball season

Simon Fraser 16*
* Note: Simon Fraser is a
school in Canada, land of weird
accents and Quebecois separat-

was shortened due to a players’

ists, and is not to be taken seri-

strike. It took 70 home runs

ously.

39,

Clips
e Continued from previous page

Chaminade in five games.

The *Jacks (6-5-1, 2-1-0) also

HSU will travel north this week,

dropped a 1-0 decision Thursday

playing Simon Fraser Friday at 7

against UC Davis in Davis.
HSU will swing even further
south this week, playing at Cal Poly
Pomona Saturday at 7 p.m. and at

p.m. in Burnaby, B.C., and West-

UC San Diego Monday at noon.

Cross country ‘B’ team
scores well in San Francisco

Volleyball
loses three, wins
one in Washington tourney

ern Washington Saturday at 7:30
p.m. in Bellingham, Wash.

Ryan Emenaker placed fifth
overall to lead the men’s

cross

Taking a break from competition

country “B” team to a third-place

against its usual West Division opponents, the volleybail team com-

showing at Saturday’s San Fran-

piled a 1-3 record against Pacific
Division teams last weekend in
Ellensburg, Wash.

cisco Invitational in Golden Gate
Park.
The full men’s and women’s
teams will travel to Eugene, Ore.,

Playing at the Pacific West Con-

this week for Saturday’s Oregon

ference Crossover Tournament,

Invitational. They will face compe-

the Jacks (9-10, 4-7) lost to NCAA
Division II No. 1-ranked BYU-

tition from teams like Washington,
Boise State, Wisconsin and Penn,

Hawaii, No.

as well as West Region foe CSU

9 Hawaii-Pacific and

Hawaii-Hilo,

while

beating

Chico.
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Foothall
* Quarterback Matt Mitchell became the fifth HSU player to finish his season prematurely because
of injury, suffering a separated
shoulder during Saturday’s game
against Simon Fraser.

DENTISTRY
Mark

A.

Hise

MS-DDS

Serving the university community since 1983
‘BONDING
“EMERGENCY

¢ Defensive back Rocky Elorme
suffered a severely sprained right
ankle during the same game. He is
questionable for this week’s game.

eNITROUS-GAS
*STEREO SOUND

CARE

“We cater to cowards!”

1225 BST.
~ THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!
° VISA
* MASTERCARD
¢ DISCOVER

822-5105

oto

Chris Anderson

Just like old times
Mac McDougal, left, who played for the HSU basketball team in the
1920s, receives an award from President Alistair McCrone, center,
and Athletic Director Scott Barnes at Saturday's football game in Redwood Bowl.

Required reading
for anyone who
knows a kid.

Students:
10% Off
All Import

Parts

If there’s a child you care about, anywhere in your life,

except sale and
special order items

then you should care about our public schools
standards in

For a free booklet about raising academic
your child’s school, call 1-800- 38-BE

SMART.

3rd & C Streets, Eureka ¢ (707) 444-9671
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Leia
¢ Continued from page 25

Karin
@

Barbee

“She keeps goin’ and goin’,” he
said. “Over the years, because of

ersistence, she keeps getting bet:
ter anc better and better.”
“She has a lot of spunk,” Saylor

r

Soccer
¢ Barbee, a senior, scored a

goal in the 13th minute of overtime in Saturday’s 1-0 win over
San Francisco State in San Fran-

cisco. It was her first goal of the
season.

said. “Leia brings a lot of spunk to
the team. She understands every-

one on the team. She’s come a long
Way.”
Even though Giambastiani
doesn’t run track in the spring, she

can still be found running yearround, Wells said.

“She knows it’s important,” he

Cross country captain Leia Giambastiani is “a complete athlete,” her coach

said. “She’s a complete athlete.”

_gaild,

It’s not all hard work, though.
Giambastiani recalled a time
when the team was doing a dune

Travis

Mari

.

workout, and one of the male members of the team took his shorts off

REDWOOD

ANIMAL

to reveal tiger-print underwear.
Giambastiani said she has a lot

e Football

of other fun stories about road

¢ Mari, a freshman quarterback, was named the Columbia
ae

trips, but prefers to keep those off
the record.
In the future, Giambastiani said

. | v2

s

she wants to see what else she can
dadnineuron
wah

ee

cee touchdowns ee
°s
39-16 win over visiting Simon

some Wana tions,
TNO DUSHE/OF Ban mENee, ele
said. “It’s too relaxing. I don’t feel

i
Sane

like I’m getting a workout like I do

ii

nee

mee

with cross country.”

Neal R. Winnacott,

Full Service Animal
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Pacitic West Conference standings:

Columbia Football Association standings:

Team

|

W-L-T

Simon Fraser
Hawaii Pacific
Team

W-L

Central Washington

“0

Western Washington
Southern Oregon
HSU
Western Oregon

= PF-PA

W-L

PF-PA

21-6

3-1

115-98

3-2
3-2
1-5
2-2

128-124
191-117
116-192
124-119

“Orsi BO 7
Oo. 56- -35
-l
56-52
0-1
35- 56

Simon Fraser

= a

soccer

22- 60

2-3

Percentage
846

10-1-2
4-6-0

4405

13-21

400
346
797
455

Western Washington
4-8-]
Seattle Faetlic
7-2-2
HSU |
2
2402
BYU-Hawail eB
Montana State-Billings
«3-9-0

Choy

19-29

27-12
14-17

800:

10-4
16-30

250°

124-99

Last Saturday's co umbia Football Association scores:
° HSU 39, Simon Fraser 16

:

¢ Southern Oregon 56, Western Oregon 35
-

Eastern Washington 42, Western Washington 19
¢ UC Davis 51, Central Washington 16

¢ Pacific Lutheran 34, Eastern Oregon 12

Saturday's Columbia Foothail Association schedule:
Cas

¢ HSU at Western Oregon, i pam.
* UC Davis at Western Washington, I p.m.
¢ Simon Fraser at Pacific Lutheran, 2 p.m.

¢ Central Washington at Southern Oregon, 1:30 p.m.
¢ Whitworth at Eastern Oregon, 5 p.m.

Last week’s Columbia Football Association players of the week:

Simon Fraser

7-2-]

Western Washington
Offense:
e ‘Travis Mari, HSU, quarterback.

Central Washington

7-3-]

Mani completed 16 of 20 passes for 244 yards and three touchdowns as HSU snapped
a 12-game home losing streak.

HSU

4-4-]

Western Oregon

5-5-0

Hawaii-Pacific

4-4-0

¢ Mike Long, Southern Oregon, wide receiver.

Montana State-Billings

2-8-0

Long scored on two plays longer than 70 yards each and finished with 205 yards.

24-8
11-10
16-20
28-9
12-30

Defense:
¢ John Avalos, Southern Oregon, lineman.

Avalos had six tackles, including 2 1/2 quarterback sacks, in his team’s win.

Pacific West Conference standings:
Wal
10-0
10-1
4-3

Pacific Division
BYU-Hawaii.
<.
Hawaii-Patific
Alaska-Ancho:

Western |

}

Hawaii-Hilo

3-3

,

Per
1.000
.909
571

BO

A

Montana Stat Billings
Chaminade
Alaska- Fairbanks

Western Washington
Simon Fraser
Central Washington

7-11

aS

389

800

Results from the Oct. 3 Stanford Invitational in Palo Alto:

m
1, Gabe Jennings, Stanford, 24:30
2. Jason Balkman, Stanford, 24:33

1 mile

1. Sharolyn Shields, BYU, 17:43
2. Sarah ells, BYU, 17:44

3. Brandon Richards, BYU, 24:40

58. Richard Roybal, 26:24
80. Greg Phillips, 27:01
83. Damian Rogers, 27:07
92. Jason Walker, 27:19
97. Josh Otto, 27:24 ©

/

_

35, Late Giantbastian, 19: 35
70. Becky Mello, 20:09
BA. Crystal Johnson, 20: 21
171. Jennifer Cochran,

i

101. Ryan ns

Western Greats e

HSU

me

«Percentage
W:-L
TSO!
TOG
ee
16-1
941
11-11...
.500

91. Mike McGuire,
27:15

«Seattle Pacific«.

Saint Martin’s

.

li

West Division

Lewis-Clark State

HSU results:

.

8&3

(124 hae)

]

5-5

Ae]

=
3-7
i(‘itaéayy$NRC =V—“‘<‘(sésé«CSOO
0-11
;

2, BYU, 69
3. Boise: State, Ol

Zz ‘Stniord. ,48

12. HSU, 376°

18. HSU, 483

3. CSU Chico, 136

21;
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Instructor evaluation needs
to be reformed at HSU

Gyo Wond gokaeonieli:
TI

AO

AT

Rewer en

Mid-semester evaluations at HSU are a start for improving
classes and keeping them in touch with students’ needs, but they
do not go far enough.
The evaluations are optional and the process is entirely confi-

dential. The evaluations don’t affect the instructors’ retention or

tenure and any changes the professors make are voluntary.

In other words, the evaluations are futile. HSU condescends to

Letters to the editor
Editor's hoo-boo opens up

paign ads.

political debate

know about the issues and how the

Editor,

The opinion piece by Ben
McMorries about negative political advertising had one major flaw:
John Jordan and Wes Chesbro are
not candidates for State Assembly.
They are running for State Senate.
This is important for many rea-

If you are a person who wants to

two candidates stand on them, my
advice is to watch KEETV Chan-

nel 13 on Monday Oct. 19 at 7
p.m. The League of Women Voters is holding a debate for these

Oct.7 issue
ity. Wal-Mart threatens this by its
economic domination and because
it represents the urban blight and
sprawl that people come to Eureka
to escape.
¢ Stress on local infrastructure:

students by having evaluations but not making them count.
Reform needs to be made in the evaluation process so
students’ opinions are used to improve classes, not just to
try to appease students.
Changes the facilitators suggest based on the evaluations
should remain voluntary, but mid-semester evaluations
should be mandatory.
Although all evaluations should remain anonymous, they
should also be available to students before they register
for classes so they can choose their professors based on

When the Wal-Mart truck pulls up

the evaluations.

Arcata Les Greag priest Vayée Ecol becomes a lem Metractor, sage 1}
Hwntobertest combines breweries wad bunnis te benellt Cunsta Chemoay BA, nage 71

Sam Crump is THE candidate for

sons, the most important is this:

First District of the State Assem-

Sam Crump is running for State
Assembly and he won’t be running
negative television ads. Still better
news, is the quality candidate Sam
Crump is. He has the kind of experience legislators should have.
He’s been a criminal prosecutor,
an advisor to the California Judges’
Association and served in the military. In addition, I’ve seen personally what a loving dad he is. Sam

bly and you won’t see any negative

over, Wal-Mart will generate in-

Crump is thoughtful, courteous,

and is very knowledgeable about
the important issues that concern
voters: education, crime, taxes and

the environment.
Simply put, Sam Crump is the
best candidate to represent us.
This contrasts nicely to the incumbent ( Virginia Strom-Martin),
who rarely makes it north of Santa
Rosa.

Sam Crump will be talking about
issues and the sorry record of the
incumbent. I will be voting for
him on Noy. 3; 1 urge my fellow stu-

dents to do the same.

KEETV to air debate for
senatorial candidates
article,

“Negative Political Ads Rear Their
Ugly Heads,” Oct. 7, 1998. First
things first, John Jordan and Wes
Chesboro are running for the
SECOND DISTRICT STATE
SENATE seat, not the first district
Assembly seat as he stated in his

article. I’d also like to point out
that in this race, Jordan is not the
One

to resort

to negative

Arcata

big-box building is a single-use,

ads from him.

Will Wal-Mart be bad for

single-access building with a large

Eureka?

downtown businesses function in

Editor,
So, Wal-Mart wants to come to

Eureka. As a patron of many of
Eureka’s local businesses, this is-

sue is very important to me. They
have likely serenaded City officials
and staff with figures that paint a
picture of job-growth and increased sales taxes. This hides
their real purpose: to trap local retail dollars for themselves. There
is no great demand for retail products in Humboldt County. There
will have to be business closures if
Wal-Mart succeeds.

There are other implications:
¢ Loss of local money capital:
Wal-Mart will bring no new retail

job growth.

Pm writing in response to Ben

OMly

Shawn Regnier
Psychology, senior

creased traffic levels because of its
inaccessibility to pedestrians, bicyclists and public transit.
¢ Bad land use: The Wal-Mart

nity, nourishing and multiplying

Editor,
opinion

Finally, just to clear things up,

business to Humboldt County.
They will only hurt locally-owned
businesses. A dollar spent at a local business stays in the commu-

Jim Nicholson
German, senior

McMorries’

candidates on that date.

cam-

¢ Loss ofhuman resources: WalMarts’ presence dampens entre-

preneurial spirit by completely

dominating a large sector of the
local business community. This
loss of business opportunity rep-

resents a huge loss in the development of local business.
¢ Loss of character

and tour-

ism: Old Town is Eureka’s link to
its past, th heart of its charact
1?
and the foundation for future vital:

Making the evaluations available for viewing will encourage students to evaluate truthfully and will encourage professors to make changes to amend any consistently nega-

might as well drop
at the local dump.
all the excess packup anyway. More-

each night, it
halfof its load
This is where
aging will end

tive comments.

Disclosing the results is a way for student evaluations to
have a real effect without infringing on teachers’ autonomy
in their classes. Students will also gain a valuable resource
for choosing the kinds of classes that suits them individually.
Some reform among tenure and retention evaluations is
also needed. As it is, students can submit letters about

whether they think their professors should be retained or
tenured when the professors are up for evaluation.
Unfortunately, the cutoff date for letter submissions of-

single-use parking lot. In contrast,

multiple-use,

reusable,

re-

ten falls before the cutoff date for grading, and letters about
retention and tenure may not be submitted anonymously.

furbishable buildings. Downtown
parking is multifunctional and provides services by day and night for
a diverse array of purposes. Plus,
town business space (in a healthy
local economy) is easily converted

Students could be reluctant to write negative letters
about professors knowing they will have access to the letters before grades have to be submitted. The retention and tenure evaluations should be arranged so this conflict does not occur, or the
letters should be kept from professors until after the grading pe-

to new businesses, all the while

riod.

if a business shuts down, down-

Evaluations processes should be as objective as possible and allow both positive and negative input to be considered. These suggestions — disclosing evaluation results and insuring that evaluation letters do not affect grades — would improve the processes
and their effectiveness at HSU.

providing residences and office
spaces in the upper stories.
No matter what the Wal-Mart
people say, Wal-Mart is NOT

a

money or job generator. It merely
captures community dollars for itself, which represents a LOSS of
dollars from a community. Instead

MLJ alum disappointed by
v

=

band’s dislocation

of being reinvested locally, these

Editor,

pirated dollars only enrich WalMart stockholders. They use land
wastefully, while generating more
traffic and waste. They dampen

As an alumnus

local entrepreneurs and businesses
by dominating entire sectors of a
local economy. This drain on busi-

ness represents the loss of Eureka’s
Humboldt County’s best hope

and

fora strong, flexible local economy
in the future. It would be best for
the local economy if Eureka was to
avoid this potential harm in its city
and invest its time, money, and effort in the local business community.

Kris Larson
NR Planning junior
.rcata

~-

of the Class

of

°82, I look forward to this
weekend’s upcoming Homecom-

ing activities. Of special interest to
me, are the Marching Lumberjacks. The band remains the high-

light of my almost five years at
Humboldt. I am excited about
coming up for the 30th anniversary
of the band.
[ hear that the band room has
once again been taken away (although temporarily) from this illustrious group. It seems that there
are still some members of the
school’s administration that
go out

school should be providing the
band with a quality place for practice and storage of their equipment.
The school seems to ignore the

fact that the band is highly recognized outside the campus.

I have met many people, who
don’t know much about the cam-

pus, but who remember seeing the
Marching Lumberjacks at one of
their offcampus events such as the
Do-Dah parade in Pasadena.
The spirit of the Band will still
prevail, but Humboldt State University needs to treat its stars with
a little more respect.
‘Tom Cantarine
Business Administration
graduate.

1982

of their way to cause trouble for the
band. I’m very disappointed
at this
turn
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Mr. Pist wants to take on the tyranny of the undereducated enforcer
Schools of Training). After these few months of training, a psychiatric

In May, many of us will graduate from HSU. In addition to completing
13 years of pre-collegiate education, most of us will have taken four to,
six years to complete our degrees. Many of us will leave immediately for
better opportunities elsewhere.
We will have worked to broaden our views, increase our depth and
reasoning, and acquire new knowledge. We will parlay this into entry-

evaluation and a warrant search, you graduate. Presto! You're a cop.

There are certainly other ways to become teachers and journalists

without the lengthy educational requirements, but neither field immediately hands us a gun, a can of pepper spray and a nightstick, then tells
us we are society’s protectors (well, a computer and a press are pretty
level, low-responsibility
awesome weapons, I'll admit). Why do we allow this with our police?
jobs, in general. However, we will be given tickets and pulled over on dark roads by people with the educational trainIn the United Kingdom, where a cousin of mine wished to enter the
ing inherent of your average high-school dropfield of law enforcement (his father was in U.S. fedout. Well... almost.
eral law enforcement), one is required to finish and
Much news lately has been generated by incigraduate from a two-year program of studies in the
dents of abusive force applied by law enforcesocial sciences before becoming a peace officer.
ment officials. To be fair, most officers are afThey are not given guns as a part of their uniform
fF
fronted by unreasonable and excessive applica(they do not face as many guns as police do here,
tions of force. To these officers, the abuse of
however). Why don’t we ask the same of our appli”)
power it represents is a rejection of the responsicants and officers?
NAR
REST
bilities of their position in society.
It would be wrong to assume that most of the
Some officers try to explain the incidents as the
peace officers out there have only a GED and a
result ofa stressful, unappreciated occupation.
POST certificate. Many officers have degrees in

g» Anger
Management

To me, it’s the result of lax standards.

Ethnic Studies
under attack in the
era of anti-political
correctness

by Caleb Rosado
We are currently in a time period
where corrective measures are be-

ing taken to
address the excessiveness of dis-

crimination on one hand and political correctness on the other.
Political correctness seems to have
run its course and is now experi-

encing a strong backlash. With affirmative action under

siege, ethnic studies programs are next on the

agenda of assault. In ad-

varied fields, including administration of justice,

If one reviews the requirements for applying to become a police officer, a few shockers pop up. In San Diego and Los Angeles, one need
only acquire a passing grade on a high school equivalency test to enter
training to become a sheriff’s deputy. In many cities, the requirements
to become a sworn officer are the sartre: The California Highway Patrol
asks for a diploma or equivalent before training and employment. In
plain words, an equivalency test will get you in the gate.
Our society requires that teachers have a bachelor’s degree and teaching credentials before they are allowed to instruct. Similarly, a journalism career will usually begin with acquiring a bachelor’s degree and some
form of practical experience (like writing on the school’s publications).
Why is there no similar requirement for police officers?
' The training of a Graduation Equivalency Diploma-equipped police
officer takes roughly six months (the length of most Police Officer

sociology, criminology and psychology. It would also be wrong to as-

dition, academics

sume that most have degrees, or that those who don’t are the worst of

also promoting the study

the police. But it is a concern.
The broader a person’s understanding of human behavior and diverse
perspectives on life and morality, the less likely that fear or anger alone
will determine their responses to adversarial or confrontational incidents.
On the other hand, the more close-minded and control-oriented a person is, the less tolerant and more reactionary they may behave.
I wonder how educated the officers who swabbed pepper spray in the

of “whiteness” to further
understand the basis of
racism and how to eliminate it.
Yet the evidence is
clear, there is no biological basis for racism. Bio-

eyes of some underage, well-meaning protesters were, and if maybe the

logically there are no

we'll find out in court, eh?

human racial categories,
only variations of one

protesters had finished more of high school than the officers. Maybe

Frank Pruett is a staff writer for The Lumberjack. He has always had
a slight problem with authority figures.

humanity. So, why do
current ethnic studies

Area sports media demonstrate inability to handle ‘Jacks’ soft balls
This week I’ve got

a couple of things that all y’all should know. Item
one: concert promotion in Humboldt County is a joke. Item two: So
was the Lumberjack women’s softball vs. sports media game last Saturday.
Firstly, let me get this off my chest. What’s up with the guys bringing
heavy underground talent to Humboldt County, then dropping the ball
on promoting these awesome acts?
‘Two shows this week feature some insanely great talent and nary a
poster is to be seen. And the flyers that were made...

MYSTERY ©)

Tonight (kind of short notice here, but the show was
only confirmed this past weekend), former Arcata band
Dieselhed is playing at Six Rivers Brewery. These guys
are huge down on the Bay and have a formidable following on the Internet. With a combination of sounds
that could best be described as country-punk (or punkBY FRANK
country), Dieselhed are definitely an original act and
one of the best live shows you'll ever catch.
And then there is the Heiroglyphics show Sunday night at Cafe Tomo.
This is Heiro’s first nation-wide tour together and it’s about time. I’m
still unclear of exactly who'll be appearing from the Bay Area underair.
ground hip-hop collective, but members include Del tha Funky
Luckily for the Media boys, Cheek donated a former ‘Jack pitcher to
Homosapien, Souls of Mischief, Casual, and the Prose. Mystic Journeyhelp them out. Kelly Wolfe kept the ‘Jacks’ score at 4. Good thing
too,
men, another Bay area hip-hop group, has been the opening act during
because nothing is worse than seeing a bunch of sports anchor
s
sob into
the tour, but I can’t confirm or deny that they'll be there on Sunday. So
Dixie cups.
you see why I’m unhappy with show promotion around here?
The ‘Jacks were surprisingly very modest about their easy win.
End of commercial. Now let’s talk softball.
“They were alright,” left fielder Taiisha Pleasant said. “Mark
Dempsky
Last Sunday afternoon, HSU’s women’s softball team pummeled memis usually pretty good. It was our goal to get him out, but he
didn’t get on
bers of the area sports media in an exhibition game at Arcata Commubase.”
nity Park.
“The short stop (Rick Latham) made some nice plays,” Chee
k added.
This is the 1 1th Media-‘Jacks game, and so far the ‘Jacks are 8 and 3.
Cheek explained the game is a benefit for the softball team,
Coach and Channel 3 sports guy Mark Dempsky lead his colleagues
“You know, it’s a fundraiser for us. The money helps pay for
our equip— including Channel 6’s Matt Smith, Rick Latham, Keith Wells, and

MEAT

reporter Greg Magnus; a few people from Channel 23, Channel 3 and

ethnic relations courses
continue to focus on bio-

logical differences, such
as color, race, and phe-

The Media should have known a trouncing was in store when they
showed up to the field and found the "Jacks in uniform and practicing
with the stern determination of a Nazi athletic team nearly an hour be-

well, no comment.

Jeff Deal; Channel 3’s Dave Gar ner; Times-Standard and Lumberjack

programs and race and

the 'T-S I was too lazy to get names for; and members of the sports information office at HSU — to a 4-0 loss to HSU Coach Frank Cheek’s
squad.

fore game time.
Girl power was ever-present as the ladies added insult to injury with
countless taunts and disses. The ’Jacks hardly broke a
sweat on the field. Meanwhile, the out-of-shape, tryingto-relieve-the-golden-years media prima donnas
struggled to get someone, anyone on base.
Rick Latham, who was really excited to have the lead
story on 6 at 6 for 4 out of 5 days last week, swatted the
only hit of the game for the Media team.
VELLA
Latham, who was still in denial of the impending loss
in the 4th inning, said, “I thought they (the Jacks) were
better than this.”
The rest of those seven long innings were filled with the all-too-familiar and, frankly, disappointing sound of the bat slicing through empty

ment,” Cheek said.

Frank Vella is the production manager of The Lumberjack

are

notype as the source of
the problems of human
relations?

Roger Bastide long
ago exposed this fallacy
when
he declared:
“Color is neutral; it is the mind that
gives it meaning.” Yet, the usual
pedagogical approaches to ethnic
studies to resolve racial, ethnic,

gender and other forms of group
conflict, even the latest one ad-

dressing

the

meaning

of

“whiteness,”still focus on these

superficial, horizontal differences.
Rather, they should focus on the
deep-level value systems within

our paradigms, mind sets and

worldviews that determine how we
“see” the world, think and act in

harmony with that vision. If ethnic
studies is to survive its current attacks, it will need to shift the focus
from surface horizontal differences
of race, color, gender and culture,

to below-the-surface vertical layers
of value systems. These are core
ways of thinking, believing and
seeing the world and acting toward
the same, that lie beneath issues of

O
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0: How would you rate the teacher evaluation process at HSU
?
A: I fill the paper out and

don’t hear of any repercus-

sions out of it. I don’t like it
because it’s a chore that nothing seems to come out of.

A: You get the piece of paper

A: J think it’s worth my time if
they take it seriously and act on the
evaluation. I’m glad that they ask

(to fill out) at the end of the

school year. It’s better than doIng it every quarter. The evalua-

us (what we think about the teachers),

tion process seems to be sufficient. Ifyou like the teacher they

Sam Yudin

get good comments, if you don’t
you shred them. It’s effective. |
want to know what happens if 80

Senior
German

percent

of the evaluations

A: If they actually get the re-

sults, then

it’s good. But, I

would rate it as poor because the
students don’t see the end re-

sults. Like, if it’s negative, does
it go on the teacher’s record. I
think in theory it’s nice, but in

Sarah Hernandez

Junior

practice it sucks.

Recreation

are

Kara Gober
Senior
Anthropology

bad. If something is done about
it, then it’s effective.

is doing something wrong it

[saac Laprade
Junior
Business

can be corrected.
Steve ‘Taylor
Senior

Compiled hy— Ben McMorries

Letters
eContinued from page 31
Forty reasons to love

Humboldt State
Some of the reasons I love
Humboldt State University:

Studies ——
°Continued from page 32
race, class, gender and privilege.
In your discussions today on
the status of ethnic studies, move

the dialogue from surface concerns to deep decision systems
within. Failure to understand this
difference results in a flatlander
approach, the approach taken by
most ethnic studies and race relations instructors. Edwin A.
Abbott, in his fictional classic,

“Flatland:

A Romance of Many

Dimensions (1884)”, describes
“Flatlanders” as persons unable

to recognize the vertical, spiral
structure of human development.
Rather, they focus on superficial,

horizontal differences, rigid categories, simplistic types and on

labels put on people. They put everyone through the same car
wash, one-size-fits-all approach,

paint only with broad horizontal
brush strokes, as “flavor-of-the-

month” instructors who project

their own values, fears, biases and
prejudices on others, due to a failure to see other dimensions and

1. Only half the steps on campus

6. Smoking a pack and a half of

go up.
2. Convenient, clean bathrooms.
3. Watching women’s skirts fly
up when they walk out of the library.
t. Hearing every period of mu-

cigarettes
just by walking near the
bookstore quad at noon.
7. Belgium waffles at the “J”.

perspectives. To concentrate ef-

eet

8. Being called by name in class.
(Not just, “You, with the long
hair.”)

Tee

traits and inventory differences.
To address problems of human

relations requires managing both
axes. However, the solution can-

not come from the surface level,
the horizontal, but from the root

sources, the vertical. This new approach enables us to understand
that human diversity at the deep
levels of cultural values and thinking systems may be the greatest,
most empowering, diversity ofall,
for these determine how people
think, not just what they say, value,
or do.
The key question for understanding between group is: What
kind of thinking prompted that
kind of behavior? This is the new
direction for ethnic studies programs in the 21st century. If they
are to become the catalyst for

change in group relations, un-

learning racism and how to lessen
its impact on college campuses

and throughout the country and
the world. New times produce
new minds.

Caleb Rosado is a former professor of sociology, who once taught

|

|

|

legs and natty dread locks who just
don’t care what I think of them.
12. Toe rings, belly shirts, clog
heels, bell bottom hip hugger
slacks.
13. The bookstore bell.

14. The official footwear
HSU? Sandals.
15. The official car? A bike.

Denmark.
27. Bumper stickers that read,
“U.S. out of Arcata!”

28. The Bong talley.

9. An authentic model of an acthe piano practice rooms.
"tive 19th century town is only five
5. Coed-naked activism.
blocks west.
10. An authentic 19th century
forts only along the horizontal | forest is five blocks east.
1
axis, 1s merely to catalog biosocial
Ll. Barefoot women with hairy

at HSU.

vy

Wildlife

sic being played simultaneously in

Editor.

It sucks. Instead of giving it
at the end of the semester they
should give it at the middle of
the semester. That way the
class could get some benefits
out of it. I think the teachers
should be graded, just like students. Their scores should be
posted so you could see what
the teacher’s performance is.
It’s like constructive criticism
of the teacher, so if the teacher

of

16. Lots of good looking men
with wild hair and gentle eyes.

17. Feeling comfortable enough
to say #16.

18. Professors who get high.

19. E-mail from mom who is far,
far away.

20. Cheap text books.

21. Student loans to pay for the
cheap text books.
22. Wearing the same clothes for
five straight days and no one no-

ticing.
:
23. Giving spare change to the
lovable “whinos” and street hippies on the plaza.

24. The insightful, professional
journalism of The Lumberjack.
25. Planning to graduate in
2010.

26. Having to explain that New
Hampshire is not a country near

29. The cute U.P.D. uniforms.
30. The “FREE GOD NEWS”
guy who can’t seem to take a hint.
31. “Make your own menstrual

pad” workshops.
32. Sleeping on the comfy library
couches.
33. Those wacky Ma rching

Lumberjacks.
34. House mates from Hell.
35. Ongoing “Letter to the Editor” feuds.
36. Reading War and Peace while
I wait for the elevator.
37. Perpetual construction and
renovation.
38. All the pretty jewelry.

39. Leading the nation with the

highest percentage of asbestos in
our public water.

40. The quiet and mature freshman class.
Mark Webster
Arcata

Scare tactics won't work
for Chesboro
Editor,
I am writing this letter in re-

sponse to the very misleading advertising I have witnessed in the
past few weeks by Senatorial candidate Wes Chesboro.
Although running television ads
calling for a ban on “ assault weapons” may be a catchy campaign
phrase, it is not a safe policy to
pursue. A perfect example of why
this is true is the District of Columbia. All firearms are banned in
Washington, yet it has the highest

crime
and murder rate
in the country.
In the last two California Legislative sessions, there have been
over 72 bills that either banned
certain firearms or limited their
usage.
If Wes Chesboro had his way,
who knows how many more restrictions on our Constitution he
would impose.
Rachel Sowards
Arcata

Statement of Policies
Questions regarding the editorial
content of the Lumberjack should be
directed to the Editor.
The Lumberjack editorial is written
based on the majority opinion of the
newspaper's editorial board.

Guest columns and opinion articles reflect the opinion of the writers, not necessarily

those of The

Lumberjack or its staff writers. The
Lumberjack welcomes submissions

for guest columns. Submissions
must be typed and less than 600
words.

Letters to the editor can be mailed,
e-mailed, or delivered to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata

Calif.
95521;
e-mail:
thejack
@ axe.humboldt.edu. Letters

must be received by 5 p.m. Friday
and must be 200 words or less. Letters and guest columns must include the writer's name, city,
phone number, major and year in
school if a student. They are subject to editing for grammar, style,
content and length.
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semaine; $6/hr. 822-2008. ;

EMPTOR

Before responding to advertisements
requesting money be sent or giving a

CHILD CARE NEEDED. On call,
nanny type position. Easy money
after school. 476-0435.

credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the loca! Bet-

5-speed,

AM/FM cassette stereo. $1,000 or
best offer. 822-8338, please leave
mesage.

an HSU instructor, will discuss the

history and healing ways of some
call Kathy at 443-6027.

ARCATA: 3 FEMALES looking for
4th in 4-bedroom house. $265/

DANNY’S DISCOUNT BOOKS:
where new books are always 60%
off and used books have a low, low
price. Saturday and Sunday 10-5,
Flea Market by the Bay, Foot of
Del Norte St., Eureka. 442-1998.

BUD’S MINI STORAGE winter
special begins Oct. 1. Mention this

ad; pay for two months and re-

Nov.

1.

Take a break with The Lumberjack. We do, but we don’t

light up while we're doing it. Put your feet up, your butt

OPPORTUNITIES

down and learn about what is going on. Delivered to
your door with news of Humboldt State’s community

pires Jan. 1.

Co.

is

AFFORDABLE

ASTROLOGY !! $3

DEMOCRATS! Political action,
share ideas, campaign experience. Democrats of HSU meets
every Wed., 4 p.m. NHE 116.

ir eeaitg

a

to $35 for computer astro-reports
relationships, relocation,
cur-
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BREWING

month, $200 deposit with water/
garbage paid. Available
Call 822-9032.

ceive the third month FREE. Call
822-8511 for further details. Ex-

aR Uh
RIVERS

es The Lada

of our herbal allies. For more info,

USED Wetsuits, surfboards,
skateboards. Buy and sell. North
Coast Sports. 418 3rd St., Eureka.
442-6044 — Since 1973.

i

THE CO-OP PRESENTS a free
lecture by Michael Bien , “An Introduction to Herbs,” Thurs., Oct.
15 at 7 p.m. at Celebration Hall,
16th and L Streets in Arcata. Bien,

|

SUZAKI FASO Motorcycle, automatic gears. Great town transportation. $225, 822-4733.

GUIDED KAYAK TRIPS — NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED! Custom
trips anywhere you want to paddle!
All necessary equipment is provided, including all the fun! Also
available: River and Ocean Instruction by ACA certified instructors. North Coast Adventures
Kayaking at http://www.northcoast
adventures.com or 677-3124.

i

THANK YOU TO the person(s)
who found the pink wallet on 10/
6/98 and turned it in to the HSU
campus police. It’s so nice to know
there are such honest people
walking the face of the planet!!

lidity of any offers advertised.

SIX

A public service

ing and sea kayaking events coming soon. Call 444-3048.

berjack is not responsible for the va-

SENTRA.

Inand
the
Disand

. students. Ask about our Free sail-

ter Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The Lum-

1998 NISSAN

kayaking lessons and rides.
struction during our full-moon
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REW
Top of the Hill in McKinleyville
1300 Central Ave. * 839-7580

MONDAY

IS)
HAPPY HOUR:
4-6 MON - THUR
¢ 8 BEERS ON TAP
¢ LUNCH AND DINNER
SPECIALS
2
¢ DRINK SPECIALS DUR- |
ING NFL GAMES

NIGHTS

FOOTBALL 6-9
ACOUSTIC TALENT 9-11 PM

Or

WED. 10/14 - Dieselhed
THUR. 10/15 - Lazy Bones
FRI. 10/16 - Lowercase &
SAT. 10/17 - Spank

SUN. 10/18 - Dash Rip Rock
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$
COUPON
$
$
$
$
$
$
MON -THURS
$
:
$
AFTER 7 PM
$

20% OFF
ALL DRINKS

expires 10/15
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PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS ¢ TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

Sunday - Thursday
noon to 11 pm

OPEN

EVERY

DAY INCLUDING

$3
3

Friday & Saturday
noon to | am

SUNDAYS

& HOLIDAYS

Corner of 5th and J, Arcata ¢ 822-2228 reservations

